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ABSTRACT
GEOMORPHIC CONSEQUENCES OF HYDROELECTRICITY AND
TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT NEAR CELILO FALLS,
LOWER MID-COLOMBIA RIVER, WASHINGTON
by
Noah I. Oliver
July 2018
Along the Columbia River, hundreds of miles of transportation infrastructure and
over sixty hydroelectric dams have been constructed. This altered a rich cultural
landscape with evidence of 10,000 years of continuous occupation. Researchers have
attempted to understand the impacts of anthropogenic factors on the Columbia River,
focusing on the riverine environment. However, the effect of transportation and
hydroelectricity developments to eolian landforms on the floodplains and adjoining
slopes have not been studied. Focusing on 2,800 acres near Celilo Falls, this study 1)
establishes a baseline condition of eolian landforms from 1805 to 1900; 2) conducts an
air photo increment analysis from 1930 to 2015; and 3) compares the role of
hydroelectricity and transportation with that of agriculture, built environment,
temperature, and precipitation in the observed landform responses. Baseline data suggests
from 1805 to 1900 large pointbars were sediment sources for barchan dunes, lee dunes,
linear dunes, and sandsheets. Airphoto increment analysis indicates from 1930 to 1956,
an overall increase in total eolian landform area occurred and reversed after the
construction of The Dalles Dam in 1957. The dam eliminated the primary sediment
source for dunes, suggesting hydroelectricity was the primary factor in overall eolian
iii

landform decline. Transportation development, although an influential factor in the
observed distribution of eolian landform area, was not the primary factor. Other factors
showed important information related to eolian processes. The built environment was
linked to growth of linear dunes with a ρ of 0.8424, which suggests easterly winds are
important to their formation. Precipitation was linked to eolian deposition as lee dunes
with a ρ of 0.8061, suggesting it activated sediments for eolian transport. An alternating
trend between a fluvial- and eolian-dominant environment may exist between anchor
dunes, sandsheets, and lee dunes. Further research is suggested to quantify the role of
hydroelectricity and transportation in shaping eolian landforms and transportation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Research Problem
Over one-third of the Earth’s land surface is within arid or semi-arid
environments (Greely and Iversen 1985). Many of these environments have undergone
transportation and electricity infrastructure developments over the last 150 years (Flavin
and Lenssen 1994) causing an abrupt alteration of physical and cultural settings. Lands
along the Columbia River, a rich landscape with 10,000 years or more of human
utilization (Butler and O’Connor 2004), were impacted by these developments. In 1863,
small sections of railroad were constructed along the Lower Mid-Columbia River to
transport goods around the turbulent rapids characterizing Celilo Falls (Burkhardt 2004).
Transportation developments continued in the region for over one hundred years (Lewty
1995; White 1995; Barber 2005) and show no sign of subsiding (Rule 2014).
Hydroelectricity production was slated early in the 1900s (Harza 1914), and began on the
Columbia River in the 1930s. Today, 60 hydroelectric dams exist in the Columbia River
Watershed (Federal Columbia River Power System 2001). Over 1,000 dams capable of
impounding at least 10 acre feet of water are present in Washington State alone
(Department of Ecology 2014).
Previous scientific efforts to understand impacts of transportation and
hydroelectricity production on Mid-Columbia River landscapes emphasized broadlydefined river segments and specified effects to riverine environments (e.g. Raymond
1988; Ebel et al. 1995; Dauble et al. 2003; Waples, Beechie, and Pess 2009). However,
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anthropogenic effects to eolian process on arid to semi-arid floodplains and slopes
adjacent to the Mid-Columbia River have not been studied.
Research Objectives
The purpose of this study was to identify, map, and analyze the geomorphic
changes to floodplains and adjacent slopes in the Lower Mid-Columbia River corridor
near Celilo Falls since the 1800s. I hypothesize that direct and indirect eolian responses
on floodplains and adjoining slopes of the Washington and Oregon shore have resulted
from transportation and hydroelectricity developments. In order to explore this
hypothesis, I focused on an area of approximately 2,800 acres near Celilo Falls to: 1)
establish a baseline condition of eolian landforms in the 1800s; 2) identify how these
landforms have changed since then with an emphasis on 1930 to present; and 3)
determine the role of hydroelectricity, transportation developments, and other factors in
these landform changes.
Significance
In the Lower Mid-Columbia River, a need exists for localized analysis to
understand the geomorphic consequences of hydroelectricity and transportation
developments to environments adjacent to the floodplain. A rich archaeological
landscape occurs in the Lower Mid-Columbia region. This research provides a platform
for further understanding the displacement of archaeological materials on the surface,
areas containing intact or in situ deposits, and the presence or absence of archeological
materials. Cultural resource practitioners can use the results of this analysis to develop a
greater historic context for the region. Native American communities can use this
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analysis to provide visual evidence of geomorphic changes to better manage or comanage important slope resources such as edible plants, medicines, and burials.
The floodplains and adjacent slopes of the Lower Mid-Columbia are similar to
those of the greater Columbia River Gorge and other river valleys in Eastern Washington
and Oregon. Therefore, this analysis can be applicable in adjacent localities. The
geomorphic responses identified at this scale are expected to be common throughout the
Columbia Gorge where transportation and hydroelectricity developments occur.
Environments throughout the arid lands adjoining the Columbia River are likely to have
similar landform responses that vary in intensity with site-specific characteristics.
Although this analysis is focused on floodplains and adjacent slope environments
near Celilo Falls, it is broadly applicable to understanding anthropogenic effects to
geomorphology. This study provides a model that may help us understand how arid and
semi-arid landscapes change, how landscapes may continue to change, and the
geomorphic consequences future developments. The research design is replicable and
provides tangible visual evidence of documented responses that can aid in demonstrating
our changing environment to a diverse array of interest groups.

CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Geomorphologists identify humans as major agents acting on the Earth’s surface
(Hooke 2000; Ehlen, Haneberg, and Larson 2005; Wilkenson 2005; Price et al. 2011).
Primary human activities affecting geomorphology include mining, agriculture, and dam
construction (Huggett 2007). While geomorphologists have conducted in-depth research
specific to fluvial process alterations on the Lower Columbia River (e.g., Raymond 1988;
Ebel et al. 1995; Dauble et al. 2003; Waples, Beechie, and Pess 2009), the response
processes on floodplains and adjoining slopes has not been specifically analyzed. In order
to analyze these slopes it is necessary to review relevant literature on fluvial processes,
eolian processes, hydrologic dam impacts, and transportation impacts.
Fluvial Processes, Floodplains, and Floods
Eolian sediment sources on floodplains and adjoining slopes of major rivers and
streams are often linked to fluvial deposition (Colby 1963; Draut 2012). Fluvial sands,
silts, and clays erode and transport due to sheetwash and channel erosion. These
sediments can easily erode and transport as eolian sediments that may also be quickly
transported through fluvial process when contacting active streams (Colby 1963) a
process that suggests a cycling of eolian and fluvial sediments (Draut 2012). The velocity
of entrained sediments follows a trend that corresponds well with the continuous rate of
channel discharge, turbulence, and depth. Slower or still water in sufficient quantity can
cause deposition to occur based on size, shape, and density (Colby 1963).
Chorley, Schumm, and Sugden (1984) organized fluvial deposition sites into three
primary categories: topographic disconnections, valley filling, and slack water margins.
4
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Topographic disconnections are physical disturbances that result in depositional
environments. In semi-arid environments, slopes which contain topographic
disconnections such as those that occur in cliff and bench settings can produce alluvial
fans. Valley filling is characterized by aggradation associated with floodplain
development (Chorley et al. 1984).
Rivers in semi-arid environments are often characterized by variable flow and
flooding by anastomosing (Graff 1988) and braided drainages (Bull and Kirkby 2002).
These drainage types produce sediment accumulations, the finer of which are activated
by wind (Draut 2012). In semi-arid environments, braided floodplains are common due to
fluctuations in seasonal discharge (Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011) and ample sediments.
As a result, sediments are deposited and reworked throughout the channel complex
creating medial bars, longitudinal bars, and transverse bars (Chorley 1984; Ritter et al.
2011).
Slack water margins are areas where deposition occurs due to standing water or
decreased flow. Slack water margins are anticipated in reservoir settings where immense
back water pools are created behind hydroelectric dams. Depositional landforms that
occur along the lower Columbia River include floodplains, floodplain ridges/swales,
terraces, tributary fans (Cannon 2015), and pointbars.
J Harlen Bretz (1923) discovered cataclysmic floods that reshaped Central
Washington and Northern Oregon which later became known as the Missoula Floods.
Bretz (1924) pioneered his extremely influential works in part through a comparative
analysis focused on topographic observations on the Lower Columbia River. He
compared the characteristics of this river segment with abandoned channels he termed
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“The Dalles Type of River” (Bretz 1924:143). This river segment contained existing
features and characteristics that were utilized to help prove the foreign concept of
cataclysmic flooding during the Pleistocene. The Missoula Floods scoured the Columbia
River Gorge leaving behind sediment-stripped basalt (Benito 1997) and large, steep,
basalt canyon walls (Bretz 1924). The immense slack water regions of the floods
accumulated great amounts of fine sediments. These landforms and sediments became a
significant component of eolian and fluvial environments in the Columbia River Gorge
(McDonald, Sweeney, and Busacca 2012).
Inundating large expanses in eastern Washington, the massive flood waters
funneled through Wallula Gap to the Columbia River Gorge in episodes of outburst
floods varying in intensity. At least 25 episodes of the floods reached discharge levels
over 3,280,840 cubic feet per second (cfs) with one event reaching nearly 33,000,000 cfs
(Benito and O’Connor 2003). Researchers identified numerous Missoula Flood landscape
elements along the Columbia River corridor including butte and basin topography,
streamlined hills, longitudinal grooves, potholes (Benito 1997), scour marks, coarse sand
and gravel cover deposits (Baldwin 1966; Benito and O’Connor 2003), and fine sediment
slack water accumulations (Peterson et al. 2006). These observations indicate floods have
been primary factors impacting the landscape of the Lower Mid-Columbia River.
Natural flood cycles along the Columbia River channel continued to affect
channel morphology following the Missoula Floods. While the flow of the Columbia
River varies annually, common seasonal attributes help to explain fluvial processes and
flood cycles in historic times (Jay and Naik 2011). The precipitation which feeds the
Columbia River system occurs primarily in the winter, in the form of mountain snowfall.
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This allows water storage that is generally released between spring and early summer
(Figure 1) with approximately 60 percent of natural runoff occurring during May, June,
and July (Federal Columbia River Power System 1991). The pulses of water generated
from precipitation and snow melt events produce freshets that affect sediment erosion,
transportation, and deposition (Jay and Naik 2011).
The earliest recorded evidence of the seasonal fluctuations of the Lower MidColumbia River were observed in October 1805 by William Clark during the Lewis and
Clark Expedition (Lewis et al. 2002). Clark documented a 20-foot vertical drop near the
central channel of Celilo Falls and observed higher water marks above. Upon the return
trip in April 1806, Meriwether Lewis described a higher river noting that water had
covered most of the rocks (Lewis et al. 2002). In July 1811, David Thompson of the
Northwest Company passed through Celilo Falls (Meinig 1968). Alexander Ross of the
Pacific Fur Company (Lang 2007) passed through the falls in August 1811 (Ross 1849).
Both Thompson and Ross passed without the need for portaging canoes around the falls
(Meinig 1968; Ross 1849) indicating falls and floodplain margins were seasonally
inundated. During the summer of 1843, a Methodist missionary, Henry Perkins,
described Celilo Falls as many small braided channels cascading and weaving through
basalt along the entire river width of 0.5 miles (Allen 2007). During the same trip,
Gustavus Hines of the Methodist Mission added that during freshet flows the falls turned
into rapids (Allen 2007). These historic observations provide evidence of at least 20 feet
(ft) of vertical water level fluctuation, an extreme annual alteration of fluvial mechanics,
and a high water duration that likely lasted from at least mid-April to early-August.

8

Figure 1. Average, highest, and lowest monthly discharge on the Columbia River metered
in cubic feet per second (cfs) primarily at The Dalles, OR. Obtained from 1878-2000
(Federal Columbia River Power System 2001:6).

Historic floods, such as those in 1876, 1894, and 1948, resulted in broadly
restructuring sediments throughout the watershed. These major floods occurred as a result
of average to large winter snowpacks that were followed by heavy spring rains and rapid
warming (Jay and Naik 2011). The earliest record of these extreme flood events occurred
in 1876 as documented in metered records taken at The Dalles (Henshaw and Dean
1911). The 1876 flood reached flows of over 1,000,000 cfs at The Dalles (Paulsen 1949).
The 1894 floods are the greatest magnitude historic floods documented on the Columbia
River. Based on estimates from the Army Corps of Engineers (1902) the floods reached 6
ft above the high water level of the 1876 flood. The 1894 discharge exceeded 1,200,000
cfs at The Dalles (Paulsen 1949). At Celilo Falls, the 1894 floods were recorded to be 93
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ft above the low water mark (Schubert 1913). These floods inundated large expanses near
The Dalles, Portland, and Vancouver (Paulsen 1949). The 1948 flood reached flows of
1,010,000 cfs washing away roughly 161 million tons of topsoil and deposited an
approximate 120,000 cubic yrds of sand, silt, and rock in The Dalles-Celilo Canal
(Paulsen 1949). This flood restructured local floodplains by modifying channel geometry
and fluvial deposition patterns (Kochel 1988; Costa and O’Connor 1995). It also
reactivated fluvial and eolian shoreline sediments along ephemeral streams and tributaries
well beyond main stem drainages. Pre-dam (1876 to 1933) and post-dam (1973 to 2016)
peak daily discharge shows the dynamic past and present character of the Columbia River
system near the project area (Figure 2). A timeline of these events shows a general trend
towards less frequent and less intense flood events, and a change in months with the
greatest average flow (Figures 3, 4, and 5). These events are a vital component in
understanding the implications of floods to eolian systems prior to transportation and
hydroelectricity developments.
Eolian Process
Eolian processes include erosion, transportation, and deposition of clays, silts, and
sands by wind (Gary, McAfee, and Wolf 1972). Eolian process is a principal geomorphic
component of arid and semi-arid regions where active sediment supplies exist and wind is
capable of much geomorphic work (Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011).
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Figure 2. Peak annual discharge at The Dalles, Oregon, 1876 to 2016. Note the drop in
peak discharge events in the 1970s. Daily discharge provided for 1876-1878 by Paulsen
(1949 and from 1879-2016 provided by USGS (n.d.).
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1805

1811

1843

• 20 ft falls in October.
• No falls in April (Lewis et al.
2002).

• No falls in July.
• No falls in August (Meing
1968; Lang 2007; Ross 1849).

• Half mile of braided channel.
• Freshet flows create rapids in
place of falls (Allen 2007).

1876

1894

1948

• Flood exceeds 1,000,000 cfs.
• Water reaches 87 ft above
low water (Paulsen 1949).

• Largest flood occurs
1,200,000 cfs (Paulsen 1949).
• Water 93 ft above the low
water mark (Schubert 1913).

• Flood reaches 1,010,000 cfs.
• 161 million tons of topsoil
and 120,000 cubic yards of
sand, silt, and rock deposit in
Dalles Celilo Canal (Paulsen
1949).

1956

1977

1997

• Year before Dalles Dam
complete.
• Floods reach mean of
639,100 cfs in June.

• Lowest documented monthly
mean discharge of 136,100
cfs in May.

• First monthly mean discharge
over 400,000 cfs in 20 years.

2001

2011

• Low maximum discharge of
138,000 cfs in May.

• Most recent flood episode
with monthly mean discharge
of 487,400 cfs.

Figure 3. Timeline of documented river characteristics and events near Celilo Falls on the
Columbia River. If not referenced in text the data was provided by USGS (n.d.) records
metered near The Dalles, Oregon.
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Figure 4. Months with the greatest average discharge at The Dalles on the Columbia River
from 1879 to 1932. Data was provided by the USGS (n.d.).
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41%

June
58%
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Figure 5. Months with the greatest average discharge at The Dalles on the Columbia River
from 1933 to 2015. Data was provided by the USGS (n.d.).
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Erosion
The physical properties of eolian process were first documented by Bagnold
(1941) who developed a curve representing the minimum required force to move a
specific particle size by a particular velocity. This provided the physics behind the
process of wind erosion. Modern researchers attribute deflation and abrasion as primary
processes of eolian erosion (Greeley and Iversen 1985; Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011).
Deflation is the removal of loose material whereas abrasion is the wear produced by
wind-blown particles (Greeley and Iversen 1985; Laity 1994; Ritter, Kochel, and Miller
2011). Deflation occurs when strong upward forces from winds create turbulence that lift
and entrain sediment for great vertical distances. Deflation is significant to transportation
as sediments can be lifted miles away from their origin (Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011).
Transportation
Once a particle becomes entrained, its transportation is controlled primarily by
particle size and wind velocity (Bagnold 1941). However, other factors may influence
eolian transportation such as surface roughness, moisture, slope (Lancaster 1995), and
particle shape (Williams 1964).
Transportation occurs in the form of suspension, saltation, and creep (Mabbutt
1977). Suspension consists of windblown small particles above the surface (Greely and
Iversen 1985). Creep is characterized by sediments pushed or rolled along the surface
(Lancaster 1995). Saltation is described as particles that bounce along the surface
(Greeley and Iversen 1985; Lancaster 1995; Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011). A
relationship exists between these processes as entrained sediments can move between
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suspension and saltation prior to deposition (Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011). Saltation
and creep play a role in abrasion as sediments come in contact with other surfaces.
Deposition
Once the factors influencing sediment transport no longer exceed the threshold for
sediment entrainment, sediments will be deposited (Lancaster 1995). Eolian deposition of
silts, and sands often results in loess and dune formations. Dunes have three primary
components: backslope, crest, and slipface (Figure 6) (Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011).
These attributes are varied based on factors influencing transportation and deposition
forming a variety of depositional landform types.
Eolian depositional landforms in the study area include sandsheets, barchan
dunes, linear dunes, and anchor dunes. Sandsheets are broad and flat sand deposits
lacking a discernable slipface (McKee 1979). They can occur as isolated landforms or
may be adjacent to other dune forms. Stringers can occur as flat, thin, and elongated
strips of sand considered to be downwind parts of sandsheets (McKee 1979).
Barchan dunes are small crescent-shaped dunes with arms and slipfaces facing
downwind. Barchans form from a single, predominant wind direction and occur as small
or limited sand accumulations (McKee 1979). Therefore these attributes can be used as
an indication of primary wind direction. Banchan dunes are influenced primarily by sand
availability (McKee 1979) and migration into new environmental conditions (Goudie
2013). This allows a number of patterns to occur which are unique to the circumstances
within each region. Barchans dunes can form as a result of a diminishing sand supply
where sand ridges become barchanoid ridges (Figure 7) and eventually barchan dunes.
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Figure 6. Typical dune characteristics. Note a barchan dune is used as an example. Sketch
adapted from Kroy, Fischer, and Obermayer (2005).

barchanoid ridge
barchans

Figure 7. Barchanoid ridge and barchan dune characteristics. Sketch adapted from
McKee (1979).
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Barchanoid ridges are parallel rows of adjoined barchan dunes that form parallel wavy
lines (McKee 1979).
Linear dunes, also referred to as seif or longitudinal dunes, are symmetrical,
elongated dunes with sharp crests containing two slipfaces (McKee 1979). They are one
of the most common dune types that have a great amount of variability in morphology
and composition (Livingstone 1988). Linear dune formation may be linked to subtle
bimodal winds, vortex currents (Bagnold 1941; McKee 1979), and/or anthropogenic
factors (McKee 1979). The variability of the cliff and bench topography along the Lower
Mid-Columbia is suitable for bimodal and/or vortex winds.
Anchor dunes include leeward and windward accumulation types (Cooke,
Warren, and Goudie 1993). Leeward accumulations include lee dunes and falling dunes.
Lee dunes occur downwind of obstacles along abrupt breaks in slope or intersecting
canyons, draws, or drainages where wind velocity declines. Falling dunes are type of
leeward dunes that specifically result from a loss in wind speed immediately below a cliff
face (McKee 1979). Climbing dunes are windward sand accumulations that occur when
an obstacle with a slope greater than 30˚ results in the formation of a ramp (Hugget
2007). The basalt cliff faces and talus slopes in the study area contain a suitable
environment for the formation of climbing dunes and falling dunes.
Fluvial and Eolian Interactions
Modern researchers indicate that important relationships between eolian and
fluvial environments are often overlooked (Liu and Coulthard 2014). The interactions
between these processes can be readily observed in arid and semi-arid environments.
While arid environments may lack sediment availability due to limited fluvial deposition,
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humid environments contain sediments that are not easily transported due to higher
vegetation cover (Field, Breshears, and Whicker 2009). However, in semi-arid
environments, abundant sediment supplies are available for transport and deposition
(Breshears et al. 2003). Similarly, flood events in such environments cause significant
sediment loads in rivers from adjacent streams (Reid and Frostick 2011). These
sediments are deposited on floodplain margins in a process driven by vegetation and
topography (Bornette et al. 2008). Since the upper margins of floodplains experience less
disturbance than those closer to the channel (O’Connor et al. 2013), they are likely to
contain the greatest accumulation of sediments. Flood pulses corresponding with periods
of eolian deposition indicate floodplain deposits are primary sources of eolian sediments
along rivers (Ellwein, Mahan, and McFadden 2015). Eolian systems are capable of
eroding, transporting, and depositing sediments horizontally. However, prevailing winds
allow eolian sediments to be transported vertically as well as horizontally (Belnap,
Munson, and Field 2011). This allows for either eolian or fluvial process to be the
dominant sediment transport mechanism of a given landform or geographic area
(Langford 1989; Lui and Coulthard 2014). In an eolian-dominated environment, a river
course can be overcome by dunes significantly altering its discharge and character (Lui
and Coulthard 2014) such as the environments along Crab Creek at Moses Lake in the
Columbia Basin (Scovel et al. 1966). In the semi-arid Lower Mid-Columbia, strong
winds and great, historic, seasonal floodplain fluctuations likely exacerbated eolian
sediment movement.
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Factors Affecting Geomorphic Response
Declining fish populations in the 1930s (Lichatowich 1999) triggered research on
the ecological effects of dams (Williams and Wolman 1984). Geomorphic processes
became an important component to understanding ecological impacts by the 1980s
(Williams and Wolman 1984, Hooke 2000). In the last decade, geomorphologists began
to analyze the effects of regulated discharge on the broader landscape (Draut 2012).
Hydroelectricity Developments
The construction of hydroelectric dams on the Columbia River involved removing
soil to expose bedrock, blasting away obstructions, building temporary infrastructures,
and creating immense, concrete-filled structures. Many dams on the lower Columbia
River include locks for navigation and passage. The height of the dams and their
regulated flow determine the elevation and character of associated reservoir pools.
Williams and Wolman (1984) studied the effects of dams situated predominantly
in semi-arid environments in the western United States. They found that dams led to
decreased sediment loads in rivers while causing greater incision in channels and less
deposition on floodplains. Fluctuations resulting from hydroelectricity generation
triggered bank erosion by wetting sediments in high water that were less than stable when
exposed during low water. Low water allowed meandering cutbank incision and further
bank erosion prior to high-water. Williams and Wolman (1984) concluded that regulated
flows did not allow ample time for floodplain development and led to bank erosion.
Germanoski and Ritter (1988) observed that during peak flows dam-regulated rivers and
unregulated tributary streams were out of sync causing water levels between the reservoir
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and tributary streams to differ. The changes caused degradation of tributary streams at the
main channel through headward erosion.
Although researchers have focused on changes to sediment transport on rivers,
Draut (2012) indicates no previous literature existed on eolian effects above the high
water mark of regulated streams. Analyzing the consequence of regulated flow on the
Colorado River, Draut (2012) concludes that pre-dam conditions allowed river-activated
sediments to be transported by wind well above the high-water mark. Conversely,
regulated flow resulted in a lack of river-activated floodplain sediments and stabilized
sediments on the surrounding slopes. Draut (2012) draws comparisons to the Columbia
River suggesting that similar changes have likely occurred.
Gorden and Meentemeyer (2006) used historic aerial photography to measure
channel morphology, riparian vegetation, and land use before and after dam construction
in the Dry Creek Watershed in California. The post-dam analysis revealed vegetation
growth increased broadly, channel incision occurred, and channel migration lessened
(Gorden and Meentemeyer 2006). In conclusion, Gorden and Meentemeyer (2006) found
that agriculture and forest clearing, combined with dam construction, caused spatial and
temporal landscape change.
By comparing geomorphic descriptions from the Lewis and Clark voyages with
modern-day observations Moody, Meade, and Jones (2003) examined fluvial changes
from 1804 to the present day. The research focused on landform types (i.e., riffles,
terraces, rapids, falls, sandbars, and braided reaches) to ascertain broad thematic changes.
Moody, Meade, and Jones (2003) examined Celilo Falls finding that the descriptions
from Lewis and Clark helped identify the 1800s pre-dam character of the river. He found
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that hydrologic dam alterations trapped sediments therefore filling river beds and sand
bars, and causing riffles to disappear. He further found that channel bank stabilization
caused a decrease in sandbars and islands as well as an overall decrease in water surface
area.
Transportation Developments
Transportation projects along the Columbia River Gorge often involve piling and
excavating sediments to establish cut and fill slopes, ditches, and culverts. Materials are
often imported for use as road fill, drain rock, concrete, and asphalt. Once established,
roadways are continually expanded and rerouted, and require routine maintenance.
Blanton and Marcus (2009) found that transportation infrastructure development
on rivers causes: 1) longitudinal disconnections that interrupt upstream and downstream
bed function; 2) vertical disconnections that interrupt surface and ground water function;
and 3) lateral disconnections that interrupt floodplains and slope function. Transportation
impacts on riverscapes follow two general categories: “crossing impacts” and
“disconnection impacts” (Blanton and Marcus 2009:213). These impacts increase with
high relief and density of infrastructure development. Lateral connectivity is an important
component of fluvial pulses (Blanton 2010) influencing floodplain development and
eolian deposition (Ellwein, Mahan, and McFadden 2015).
Agriculture
Agriculture is a factor attributed to the growth of eolian sands, landforms, and
deserts. Grazing and crop irrigation is linked to soil loss, soil salinization, and decreases
in vegetation. Animal activity (Goudie 2013) and grazing increases the amount of annual
grasses and shrubs, while decreasing overall plant cover resulting in less protected soils
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or activated sediments. Soils are further susceptible to impacts from livestock trampling
and wallowing (Goudie 2013) which breaks surface crusts and activates sediments as
well (Dregne 1983). The results of decreased vegetation, in turn affect fluvial and eolian
interaction (Goudie 2013). Irrigating crops often causes water saturation that accumulates
soluble salts on the upper soil profile. As a result, some vegetation types cannot tolerate
this increase in salinity and a decrease in vegetation occurs further destabilizing
sediments (Dregne 1983).
Built Environment
From 1950 to 2000, global human populations more than tripled in arid lands. In
the arid lands of the Western United States, large-scale, human population growth of over
160 million occurred from 1990 to 2000. The cities and associated built environments
supporting these populations require recreation, food, water, fuel, and space. These
developments are capable of impacting geomorphology (Goudie 2013). The communities
and associated infrastructure along the Columbia River including Celilo, Oregon and
Wishram, Washington began developing in the 1860s growing with transportation needs
(to navigate the falls), trade (an immense salmon fishery), and recreation (the natural
wonder of Celilo Falls). Smaller communities such as those found along the Lower MidColumbia often activate sediments and decrease vegetation on the periphery of the built
environment (Dregne 1983).
Climate
Whether or not they are linked, climate changes in arid environments have
increased along with land use intensity and population. This makes it difficult to attribute
climate or land use changes to landforms without considering both factors. Climate
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influences water, soil, and vegetation which are all linked and interconnected to eolian
process. Aridity influences vegetation cover with precipitation and temperature being the
drivers linked to the percentage of biomass on the surface (Goudie 2013). A decrease in
precipitation and an increase in temperature will create greater aridity. Similarly, an
increase in precipitation and a decrease in temperature will decrease aridity. Aridity
decreases vegetation which alters the processes and interactions between fluvial and
eolian systems (Goudie 2013). A significant change in precipitation or temperature will
therefore likely affect the spatial parameters of erosion, transportation, and deposition of
eolian sediments. Soil stratigraphy of dune fields indicate periods of deposition are
associated with persistent periods of severe drought (Herweijer et al. 2007) and cool, dry
climates in the Holocene (Wolfe et al. 2017). Recent drought events in North America
such the 1930s Dust Bowl, the Southwest drought of the 1950s, and the 1998 drought of
the American West and Plains reached the intensity but lacked the longevity including
continuous drought conditions of approximately 20 years observed in the Holocene
(Herweijer et al. 2007)

CHAPTER III
STUDY AREA
Location and Access
The study area is situated east of the Cascade Mountains along the Lower MidColumbia River corridor separating Oregon and Washington (Figure 8 and 9). The Lower
Mid-Columbia is a stretch of river and adjacent lands within the Columbia River Gorge
that spans from the confluence of the John Day River to The Dalles, Oregon. It is within
Klickitat County, Washington and Wasco County, Oregon. The study area boundary
encloses the Columbia River and adjacent slopes.
The study area occupies approximately 2,800 acres in sections 17, 18 and portions
of sections 7, 8, 9, 16, 19, 20, and 21, Township 2 North, Range 15 East of the
Willamette Meridian. In addition, portions of sections 12 and 13, of Township 2 North,
Range 14 East of the Willamette Meridian are included in this analysis. The study area
contains many public access points. Washington Highway 14 (also known as the Lewis
and Clark Highway) runs east to west, bisecting the northern portion of the study area.
This highway segment contains numerous pullouts that provide great views of the study
area. City and county roads in and around the town of Wishram, Washington also provide
access to the Washington floodplain and slope environments along the river. The Oregon
shore is publicly accessible through Celilo Park. By permission of private land owners
much of the surroundings can be accessed. In addition, the Bonneville Power
Administration rights-of-way allow access to power lines intersecting the center of
project area in a north to south direction. These rights-of-way require permission for
access.
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Figure 8. Primary drainages and dams within the Lower Mid-Columbia River. Note the red outline indicating
the study area. Map created by author using GIS data found in ESRI Online Services (2017).
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Figure 9. Study area depicted on USGS 7.5 Minute topographic quadrangle. Map created by author using GIS data
found in ESRI (2017).
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Climate
From the well-watered Columbia Mountains to the broad, rain-shadowed basins
of central and eastern Washington, the Columbia River flows south into its lower reaches
known as the Columbia River Gorge. A diverse transition occurs as the river trends west
from the desert plateau to the eastern fringes of the Cascade Range. Here, in the Lower
Mid-Columbia River, the semi-arid, shrub steppe-dominated Columbia Plateau is
bordered by the wetter, forested Cascade Range to the west (Franklin and Dyrness 1973).
The area is generally characterized by hot, dry summers and cool, moist winters. The
majority of the precipitation occurs from November to January, while the driest months
occur in July and August. Based on over 50 years of climate data collected at The Dalles,
Oregon, the average maximum July temperature is 88˚F and average minimum January
temperature is 28 ˚F, with an average annual rainfall of 14 inches (Western Regional
Climate Center n.d.). Given that the study area is further toward the arid interior of the
Columbia Basin, the climate is likely slightly drier.
In the Columbia River Gorge, severe winds have been known to topple structures,
down trees (Cameron 1931), and contribute to uncontrollable fires (Cramer 1957).
Typically maximum wind speeds occur as westerly winds in the spring and easterly
winds in winter months. However, extremely powerful westerly surges near Celilo have
been documented in the winter months (Sharp and Mass 2003). Whiteman (2000)
attributes strong winds in the Columbia River Gorge to temperature, pressure, and
elevation gradients. Summers are generally characterized by strong westerly winds
resulting from the Pacific High Pressure System over the North Pacific Ocean and a
regional-scale low pressure system over the Columbia Basin. This brings marine air
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through the Columbia River Gorge. As westerly winds funnel through the Columbia
River Gorge, topography, pressure, and temperature gradients work together to create
strong gap winds (Whiteman 2000; Sinton and Jones 2002; Sharp and Mass 2004).
Mild, steady winds therefore often become swift and powerful. The wind produced goes
against the flow of the river producing large waves favored by wind surfers. While robust
wind data is available from the Portland Airport in the Western Columbia River Gorge,
the eastern margins including the study area lack data (Sharp and Mass 2002).
In winters, cold air and high pressure develops in the Columbia Basin and reverse
the process, producing easterly winds through the Gorge (Whiteman 2000). Based on a
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Metrological Surface Observation
Network data set compiled in Portland, Oregon from 1944 to 2000, easterly winds in the
Columbia Gorge occur from October to February. These easterly winds transition to
westerly winds in March and continue until September (United States Department of
Agriculture n.d.). Eolian transport was historically greatest along the valley floor and
adjacent slopes near the month of April when aridity and low water allowed sediment
transport by powerful westerly winds (Cramer 1957).
Geology and Geomorphology
In the Columbia River Gorge, basalt cliffs and benches characterize spectacular
canyons accompanied by grass-dominated, rolling slopes (Figure 10). Approximately 1415.6 million years ago the Wanapum Basalt Formation of the Columbia River Basalt
Group was created. Basaltic lava poured out of fissures in the Earth’s surface reaching
across the topographic lows of the Lower Mid-Columbia River region (Reidel et al.
2016). In the vicinity of the project area, the flows include primarily the Frenchman
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Figure 10. Lower Mid-Columbia River from Haystack Butte, view facing southwest.
Photograph taken by author May, 2015.

Springs Member with some Roza Member flows (Reidel 2004). Each flow contains
unique characteristics that may help researchers understand the geomorphic processes
within the study area. Basalts characterize a major component of the bedrock and surface
in the study area (Hooper 1982) and may act as a static relief structure which eolian
processes act upon.
Further defining the basalts are sedimentary interbeds along the Lower MidColumbia River (Piper 1932). These interbeds, known as the Ellensburg Formation
(Bingham and Grolier 1966) and The Dalles Formation, resulted from sediment
accumulations in non-marine basins (Piper 1932).
The basalt flows and associated interbeds were deformed by mountain building
forces in the Yakima Fold Belt. The Yakima Fold Belt origin can be traced to 10.5
million years ago (Reidel, Martin, and Petcovic 2003). The fold belt formed as basalt
flows and inter-beds were compressed primarily from north to south resulting in
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generally east-west trending anticlinal ridges and synclinal valleys (Smith 1988; Reidel
2004). The Yakima Fold Belt influenced the large, tilted slopes of the Columbia Hills on
the Washington shore and Fulton Ridge on the Oregon Shore.
The interbeds are less resistant formations among the more resistant basalt
bedrock (Hooper 1982) resulting in an environment susceptible to mass wasting (Palmer
1977). Mass wasting occurs when thresholds stabilizing bedded materials within the
slope are surpassed. Earthquakes are often linked to mass wasting events. Mass wasting
is important to understanding slope environments as it displaces material, and reshapes
fluvial and eolian processes (Ritter, Kochel, and Miller 2011). High relief, high rainfall,
and erosion of moisture-saturated, less-resistant sediment layers are common factors
driving mass wasting in the Columbia River Gorge (Palmer 1977). One of these
landslides, the Bonneville landslide, created a dam that stood 240 to 300 ft tall and
backed up water east, beyond the study area to Wallula Gap (O’Connor 2004). The
backwater environment occurred from 1670 to 1760 AD (Reynolds 2001) and potentially
led to restructuring of eolian and fluvial environments of the post-Missoula Flood
landscape prior to 1880. Two smaller landslides are located immediately west of the
study area (Walsh et al. 1987).
As previously introduced, the Missoula Floods were primary factors influencing
the geomorphology of the study area. The flood waters inundated large expanses
throughout Central Washington that converged in the Pasco Basin and funneled through
Wallula Gap sculpting the Columbia River Gorge on a path to the Pacific Ocean (Benito
and O’Connor, 2003). This segment of the floods is a linear pathway that produced
cascades such as Celilo Falls, driven by the erosion of less resistant sedimentary interbeds
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and plucking of basalt bedrock (Benito 1997). Beyond the cataracts, the floods produced
butte and basin landscapes and stripped sediments, and left behind terraced, basalt
bedrock (Benito 1997). As a result of the erosional forces of the floods, the adjacent
Columbia Hills slope steeply toward the south meeting the scoured butte and basin
topography below. J Harlen Bretz (1923:617) described the resultant basalt escarpments
as “scablands”, “…areas where denudation has removed or prevented the accumulation
of a mantle of soil, and the underlying rock is exposed or covered largely with its own
coarse, angular debris...”
From the crest of the Columbia Hills, steep, south-facing slopes contain parallel
and southeast-trending drainages fed by natural permanent and intermittent springs.
These drainages form small canyons as they intersect broad basalt benches adjoining the
Columbia River. On the Oregon shore the northwest-trending Fulton Ridge adjoins northfacing terraced slopes and cliff faces. The present-day surface of these terraced scabland
basalts and interbeds contain a mixture of eolian, colluvial, and residuum accumulations.
Sand deposits occur along the bases of the slopes and low terraces on the northern
shorelines of the study area. These sands are primarily eolian in origin. Alluvial gravels
are intermixed in places producing sandy to gravelly deposits overlain by eolian sand.
Canyons and escarpments throughout these slopes contain basalt colluvium and
residuum. As the slopes and terraces begin to steepen in the mid-slope region of the
Columbia Hills, silt soils of loess origin extend to the ridge crest. In places, side stream
alluvium and colluvium are intermixed with loess material (Brincken 2009). These
remnant floodplain terraces have slopes of approximately 7% accompanied by
escarpments and talus slopes of approximately 50%. Slopes on the Washington shore of
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the Columbia River generally have south-southwest aspects. On the Oregon shore, slopes
generally have north-facing aspects that receive greater amounts of shade, affecting
moisture and vegetation.
Vegetation
The predominance of grasses in the study area indicate a steppe vegetation
community. Vegetation is comprised of predominantly Sandberg’s bluegrass (Poa
sandbergesi) and bluebunch wheatgrass (Agropyron spicadum) with grey rabbitbrush
(Chrysothamnus nauseosus). The area often lacks tall sage (Artemesia tridentate)
prevalent in much of the Columbia Basin (Daubenmire 1970, Franklin and Dyrness
1973). Other grasses including Idaho fescue (Festuca idahoensis) also commonly occur
(Rocchio and Crawford 2015). The broader Columbia River corridor and floodplain
regions support trees including cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa) and willow (Salix
fluviatilis). In some areas dry, well-drained, and well-aerated floodplains areas
historically supported choke cherries (Prunus demissa) and Garry oak (Quercus
garryana) (Lawrence 1936). Above floodplain margins, well-drained slopes contain
juniper (Juniperus communis) (Rocchio and Crawford 2015).
During field investigations in 2015, I observed Idaho fescue, Sandburg’s
bluegrass, crested wheatgrass (Agropyron crystatum), salt and pepper lomatium
(Lomatium gormanii), desert parsley (Lomatium grayi), lupine (Lupinus aridus), tumble
mustard (Sisymbrium altissimum), and cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum). In intermittent
drainages and along edges of the floodplain near the river, poplar (Populus nigra), willow
(Salix sp.), rye grass (Leymus cinareus), and Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus)
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were observed. Of these, crested wheatgrass, cheatgrass, poplar, and Himalayan
blackberry are introduced species tied to human activities.
Historic Land Use
The Lower Mid-Columbia River has been utilized as a salmon fishery by Native
Americans for at least 9,000 years (Butler and O’Connor 2003). It is widely regarded as
one of the most prolific Native American fishing communities in North America (Harden
1996; Hewes 1998; Hunn and French 1998; Fisher 2000; Allen 2007; Hunn 2007).
Barber (2005) estimated that human populations supported by the Celilo Falls fishery
may have reached 10,000.
In October 1805, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark encountered groups of
Native Americans occupying the area adjacent to Celilo Falls (Lewis et al. 1805). This
provided the earliest documented observations of Celilo Falls made by European
explorers. With the onset of rapid European settlement, the resource potential of this
native fishery was quickly realized and the landscape began a diverse transformation.
Transportation Development
With the rise and demand of fur-trade in the region, an efficient trade route from
the mouth of the Columbia River to trading posts in the interior was necessary. David
Thompson of the Northwest Company explored the possibilities of utilizing the Columbia
River as a navigable route (Thompson and Tyrrell 1916). By 1812, an established trade
route to the interior had developed and fur trade began to expand to an international
market (Meinig 1968). In the late 1830s, missionaries built permanent structures at The
Dalles and Wallula Gap. The Lower Columbia River was also the last section or final
destination for west-bound travelers on the Oregon Trail. The trail followed existing
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Native American trails from the Kansas River east of the Rockies and into the Columbia
River drainage intersecting other major immigrant trails such as the Santa Fe Trail. The
trail received a major influx of western travelers during the 1840s (Parkman and Feltskog
1969). The self-reliance demanded in the operation of trade posts and missions, in
combination with adventurers discovering the west, drove agricultural practices (Lyman
1963, Meinig 1968). The discovery of rich resources (such as minerals, agriculture,
fisheries, and timber) soon followed and despite wars, disease, and epidemics the
region’s transportation routes continued to improve to meet the demand of new
commerce. Sternwheel ships helped to meet the new trade demand by replacing canoes.
This resulted in the need for portages around obstacles on the Columbia River such as
Celilo Falls (Lyman 1963).
By the 1860s, railroad development was underway near Celilo Falls (Burkhardt
2004) on the Oregon shore (Figure 11). The Oregon Steam Navigation Company
completed the construction of the Cascade Portage Railroad on the south shore of the
Columbia River in 1863. This railroad would later become part of the Union Pacific
Railroad. The railway facilitated transportation of goods for sternwheelers incapable of
traversing the rapids (Lewty 1995). The railroad was utilized to move material up and
down river around the falls (Elliot 1915). The Union Pacific Railroad continues to
operate and upgrade its rail segment along the Oregon shore of the Columbia River.
On the Washington shore of the study area, the Columbia Railway and Navigation
Company had constructed portions of a 12-mile track near Wishram by 1897 (Robertson
1995). This rail would become incorporated into the Portland and Seattle Company and
then the Spokane Portland and Seattle Railroad by 1908. In 1909, construction of the
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1863

1897

1905

• Oregon Steam Navigation
Railroad constructed on
south shore (Burkhardt
2004; Lewty 1995).

• Columbia Railway and
Navigation Company
constructs 12 mile track on
north shore (Robertson
1995).

• Construction begins on The
Dalles-Celilo Canal (Lang
2007).

1908

1909

1910

• Portland and Seattle
Company takes over north
shore rail which then
becomes Spokane Portland
and Seattle Railroad.
Additional rail work
conducted (Robertson
1995).

• Construction of Oregon
Trunk Railroad Bridge
across Columbia River
begins (Burkhardt 2004).

• Primative road construction
established through study
area (Roy 1913).

1911

1913

1915

• Construction of railroad
bridge complete (Burkhardt
2004).

• Primary State Highway 8
built on north shore of river
(Washington State DOT
n.d.).

• Construction of The DallesCelilo Canal completed
(Elliot 1915; Lang 2007).

1920

1923

1957

• Columbia River Highway
constructed east of The
Dalles towards Pendleton
(Oregon DOT n.d.).

• US-830 constructed along
northern edge of study area
(Washington State DOT
n.d.).

• I-84 constructed east of The
Dalles destroying much of
previous Columbia River
Highway (Oregon DOT
n.d.).

1968

1970

• Washington State Highway
14 improves portions of US830 through north edge of
study area (Washington
State Legislature 1970).

• SP&S Railroad Co.,Oregon
Trunk Railway, and
Northern Pacific merge into
Burlington Northern
Railroad (Robertson 1995).

Figure 11. Timeline of transportation developments near Celilo Falls. Sources cited within.
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Oregon Trunk Railroad began on the north shore of the river near the town of Wishram,
Washington (Burkhardt 2004). This railroad included a bridge that spanned Celilo Falls.
This was the path of least resistance as it was comprised of narrow channels and
protruding basalt that made construction less costly and time consuming (Figure 12)
(Soderberg 1980). The Oregon Trunk Railroad was completed by 1911, establishing a
segment from Wishram, Washington to Bend, Oregon and connecting to the Spokane,
Portland, and Seattle Railroad (Burkhardt 2004). Since the creation of the Oregon Trunk
Railroad, the aforementioned railroads merged to form the present-day Burlington
Northern Santa Fe Railroad (BNSF) (Burkhardt 2004). BNSF continues to operate and
upgrade its rail along the Oregon and Washington shore of the Columbia River. The
construction of railroads involved removal of basalt cliff faces, adding fill and rip-rap
materials along the shore of the river, and building miles of trellised supports and track.
Routine maintenance within the right of way was a common and necessary practice to
keep tracks functioning properly (Willey 1906).
Transportation needs spurred the development of The Dalles-Celilo Canal which
was initiated in 1905. The canal bypassed the rapids diverting water from the existing
channel to the south shore and allowed safe transportation of goods by steam-powered
stern-wheelers (Figure 13) (Lang 2007). The Dalles-Celilo Canal was completed in 1915
along the southern shore of the river (Elliot 1915, Lang 2007).
In the 1910s, primitive roads began to develop in the area and by 1913 Primary
State Highway 8 was established on the north shore of the river (Washington State DOT
n.d., Roy 1913). By 1920, the first major highway was constructed on the south shore
east of The Dalles known as the Columbia River Highway (Oregon DOT n.d.). Along
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Figure 12. Oregon Trunk Railroad Bridge across Celilo Falls. Photograph taken by Albert
Henry Barnes between 1908 and 1918. Image courtesy of University of Washington Digital
Collections webpage (n.d.).

Figure 13. East end of The Dalles-Celilo Canal, taken circa 1920 by B.C. Markham.
Image courtesy of Columbia River Images webpage (n.d.).
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the Washington slopes Highway US-830 was established in 1923 (Washington State
DOT n.d.). Interstate 84, on the south shore, was constructed in 1957, destroying or
abandoning much of the previous Columbia River Highway east of The Dalles (Oregon
DOT n.d.). In 1970, Washington State Highway 14 was created, involving improvements
to portions of US-830 through the northern portion of the study area (Washington State
Legislature 1970).
Hydroelectricity Development
Regulated dams and reservoirs have implications for this research. From 1933 to
1969, many dams were constructed on the Columbia River and Snake River. Dams with a
potential for altering the characteristics of the discharge and floodplain development in
the study area are shown in a timeline of hydroelectric dam constructions (Figure 14).
Undoubtedly, the most significant impact to Celilo Falls was the construction of The
Dalles Lock and Dam on the Columbia River nine miles west of the study area.
Construction began in 1952 and was completed by 1957 (Willingham 2007). The dam
was constructed as a massive L-shaped concrete structure consisting of a 1,380 ft long
spillway with 23 radial gates (50 ft wide and 43 ft high), a powerhouse capable of
generating 1.8 million kilowatts of power, and an 86 ft by 675 ft navigational lock
alongside the spillway (Willingham 2007). The dam completely inundated tribal fisheries
as well as other cultural resources of historic and prehistoric significance. Many tribal
people view the construction of The Dalles Lock and Dam as the most dramatic and
devastating of the historic developments to occur along the Lower Columbia River
(Barber 2005). The construction of the dam created Lake Celilo, a 23-mile long pool that
extends from The Dalles Dam to the John Day River. The dam is capable of
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1933

1938

1941

• Rock Island Dam completed 253
miles upriver from study area
• Bonneville and Grand Coulee
Dam construction underway
(Harrison 2008).

• Bonneville Dam completed 55
river miles downstream from
study area.

• Grand Coulee Dam construction
completed 395 river miles
upstream from study area
(Harrison 2008).

1947

1952

1953

• McNary Dam construction
begins 92 river miles upstream
from study area (Harrison 2008).

• The Dalles Dam constructed
adjacent to study area
(Willingham 2007).

• The McNary Dam completed
(Federal Columbia Power
System 2001)

1955

1957

1958

• Chief Joseph Dam completed
345 miles upriver from study
area.

• The Dalles Dam completed
inundating floodplain within
study area (Willingham 2007).

• John Day Dam construction
underway 14 miles upriver from
study area (Harrison 2008).

1959

1961

1963

• Priest Rapids Dam constructed
197 miles upriver from study
area.

• Ice Harbor Dam completed 330
miles upstream from study area
on Snake River (Federal
Columbia River Power System
2001).
• Rocky Reach Dam completed
273 miles upriver from study
area.

• Wannapum Dam constructed
215 miles upriver from study
area.

1967

1968

1969

• Wells Dam constructed 315
miles upriver from study area.

• John Day Dam completed
adjusting flow in the project area
(Federal Columbia River Power
System 2001).

• Lower Monumental Dam
constructed on Snake River 365
miles upstream from study area
(Federal Columbia River Power
System 2001).

Figure 14. Timeline of hydroelectricity developments. Sources cited within.
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manipulating Lake Celilo up to 182.3 ft above mean sea level (msl) with normal
operating parameters between 155 to 160 ft msl (United States Army Corps of Engineers
1989). The spillway at normal operating conditions places the river approximately 40-50
ft above its historical height within the project area.
The direct impacts from the construction of The Dalles Dam were inundation of
the surrounding landscape and the creation of the Lake Celilo. The downstream effects
from dam construction are less discernable than those upstream. Upstream and
downstream effects are interrelated as they are controlled by the operation of the dam
spillway. Upstream effects are related to slack water reservoir environments, while
downstream effects result from water retention and spillway regimes creating a pattern of
variable flow.

CHAPTER IV
METHODS
This study tracks the geomorphic responses resulting from hydroelectricity and
transportation developments in addition to other factors on the Lower Mid-Columbia
River corridor near Celilo Falls. The research is organized in three separate parts that: 1)
establish a baseline condition of landforms prior to hydroelectricity and transportation
development; 2) identify how landforms changed from the 1800s to the present; and 3)
determine the role of hydroelectricity and transportation developments as well as other
factors in the landform changes.
Data Sources
To establish a baseline, define landform change, and determine the role of
hydroelectricity and transportation, this research relies on archival records, maps, ground
photographs and aerial photographs. Archival records include descriptions from the
Lewis and Clark Expedition of 1805, the Northwest Fur Company, the Pacific Fur
Company, and early missionaries. Historical climate conditions and/or changes including
precipitation and flood events have been acquired from records available from the
National Climatic Data Center (n.d.). Annual climate and precipitation data summaries
are from the Goldendale, WA weather station from 1893-2014. While this station is at
1,638 ft in elevation, 400 ft above the highest slopes and twelve miles northeast of the
study area, it fit the necessary temporal range of this analysis. It is likely to have slightly
higher precipitation values and lower temperatures due to its higher elevation. However,
because it is adjacent to the study area, it should be highly reflective of trends in
temperature and precipitation.
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Maps used in this research consist of early topographic and sketch maps depicting
the study area geography prior to many of the major transportation and hydroelectricity
developments. These maps include the Lewis and Clark sketch maps produced in 1805
(Lewis 1814, Yale University n.d.), and a topographic map produced in 1888 (Harza
1914).
Ground photos of the region were obtained from Central Washington University,
Washington State University, University of Oregon, Oregon Historical Society, Pacific
Railroad Preservation Association, Washington State Historical Society, Yakima
Memories, and Oregon State Archives. The earliest ground photos in this analysis were
taken in the 1860s to 1910s by Asahel Curtis, Carlton Watkins (Carlton Watkins 1867,
Oregon Historical Society n.d.; New York Public Library n.d.) and B. W. Kilburn
(University of Oregon n.d.).
Aerial photographs (i.e., air photos) from the following time intervals were used
in this analysis: 1930, 1935, 1947, 1956, 1960, 1973, 1981, 1990, 1996, 2006, and 2015
(Table 1). The 1930 and 1956 aerial images were obtained courtesy of the United States
Army Corps of Engineers. The 1930 aerial images were obtained from the Columbia
River Gorge Commission. The 1960s air photos were provided by Central Washington
University’s Geography Department. The 1990 and 1981 aerial images were obtained
from the United States Department of Agriculture Aerial Photography Field Office. The
1947 and 1973 images were downloaded from the United States Geologic Survey, images
from 2006 and 2015 were obtained from ESRI Online Services (ESRI 2018).
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Table 1
Air Photos Used in this Study
Year

Source

Scale or
Resolution

Digital or
Scanned
Image
Quality

Format

1930

USACOE

C820-7
C820-10

1:1,320

300 dpi

Black &
White

October

1930

USACOE

C1240-182
C1240-183

1:2,000

300 dpi

Black &
White

October

1935

USACOE

1935-144
1935-146

1:15,000

600 dpi

Black &
White

unknown

1947

USGS

GS-CK-29-183
GS-CK-29-184

1:27,700

2,300 dpi

Black &
White

August 25

1956

USACOE

CE-NPP-56-2704
CE-NPP-56-2706

1:10,200

Black &
White

October 1

1960

USDA

AAS-1AA-15
AAS-1AA-17
AAS-1AA-47
AAS-1AA-49

1:20,000

2,300 dpi

Black &
White

June 25

1973

USGS

GS-CK-1-93
GS-CK-1-94

1:32,000

600 dpi

Black &
White

June 4

1981

USDA

NAHP-105-86
NAHP-105-87

1:58,000

2,300 dpi

Color Infrared
Positive

August 1

1990

USDA

NAPP-2897-253
NAPP-2897-254

1:40,000

2,300 dpi

Black &
White

June 18

2006

USDA

NAIP-11560

1-meter
res.

n/a

Color

July 21

2015

USDA

NAIP-24772

1-meter
res.

n/a

Color

July 21

Flight
Photo Code

Month
and Day
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Establishing a Geomorphic Baseline: Early 1800s to Early 1900s
The use of archival resources on the Columbia River has been shown to help
understand geomorphic change. Lewis and Clark’s voyages throughout the western
United States have been effective in portraying landform conditions and comparisons to
the present day (Moody, Meade, and Jones 2003). Lewis and Clark’s (1805) sketch map
was used to display a spatial representation of the early 1800s. Using ESRI GIS, I
replotted Lewis and Clark’s physical observations on an 1888 topographic map. The
spatial location of the physical features and landforms were estimated by identifying
common landforms on both maps. The distances and lengths identified in the journals
were used to help identify the likely locations of map details.
Mid to late 1800s ground photos in the vicinity of the study area were used to
identify landforms that existed prior to major transportation or hydroelectricity
developments. These ground photos have a variety of vantage points. The photograph
locations and direction have been approximated utilizing Google Earth. Google Earth
has a mosaic of air photos and digital elevation models creating a virtual landscape at any
point and perspective making it a valuable tool used to identify photo vantage points
(Web et al. 2010). The viewable frame of each photo was matched with a perspective
three-dimensional ground view in Google Earth. The background of each photo contained
ridgeline perspectives that were a key component in identifying perspective views.
Middle and foreground photo characteristics allowed for greater precision in the
estimated locations by matching basalt outcrops, infrastructure, and proximity to the
Columbia River. The photo directions were approximated based on the center of the
viewable background to the estimated photo location on the ground. This information
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was then transferred from Google Earth to ArcGIS to display the photograph location and
direction results. This method was useful in determining what photos were taken in the
vicinity of the study area. Through this method many photos were determined to be
outside the study area. Unfortunately, the ground photos do not show entire landforms
and often allow for only partial identification of landforms.
Identifying Landform Changes Over Time: 1930 to 2015
To identify landform response from the established baseline from 1800s, I
compared air photos from 1930 to 2015 in 6 to 16-year increments. The identification of
landform type, size, and character in each year allowed me to analyze geomorphic
changes chronologically. A total of 11 air photo sets were georeferenced using the rubber
sheeting (i.e., spline technique) on ArcMap 10.0. This method of transformation was
optimized for local accuracy and requires the identification of control points matched to
target points (ESRI 2016). A minimum of ten control points were matched for each air
photo. Next, the spatial extent of landforms was identified using manual air photo
interpretation to construct polygons using Arc Map 10.0.
Manual interpretation of landforms on air photos relies on examining tone,
texture, shadows, and patterns to determine the location, shape, size, and context of
landforms (Morgan, Gergel, and Coops 2010). Tone allows for identification of
variations of hue and brightness in air photos, and can help delineate soil changes and
vegetation. Texture refers to the frequency of tonal changes and allows the identification
of specific breaks in landforms, anthropogenic features, and vegetation communities.
Shadows are dark pixels adjacent to lighter pixels that show terrain changes and further
aid in landform identification. Tone, texture, and shadows were all tools used in the
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identification of shapes and patterns. Patterns are determined by similarly grouped
arrangements of pixels that occur in an area. Shapes allow identification of landforms and
anthropogenic features within the patterned landscape. Combined, these techniques were
applied to a manual air photo decision key used to identify eolian landforms based on the
observed patterns and shapes (Figure 15). The interpretation decision key allows for
landforms to be mapped based on discernable two-dimensional patterns. In addition, lee
dunes are assumed when sand deposits are found in narrow topographic lows that run
perpendicular to wind direction. Falling dunes and climbing dunes were delineated by
being windward or leeward sand accumulations anchored to cliff faces. Therefore, the
orientation of the cliff faces to the predominant westerly wind was a key factor in
identification.
A map of landform type and size was created for each increment year. Landforms
and spatial factors were identified by polygon shapefiles for each georeferenced air
photo. The results of each air photo are displayed on maps with polygons identifying the
extent of the landforms and factors (transportation, hydroelectricity, built environment,
agriculture, temperature, and precipitation). The area of each landform and spatial factor
was calculated as square feet (ft2) and compiled by landform type.
When compared through time intervals, vegetation and exposed sediment indicate
the degree of geomorphic activity. However, the placement of the vegetation within the
landform is important and can cause false indications or trends (Pelletier et al. 2009). For
this reason, air photos were examined in stereo using a pocket stereoscope and mirror
stereoscope to understand the depth of sand accumulation and provided a method of
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Linear shape

Crescent shape

Broad and flat
shape

Elongate form
with evidence of
two slipfaces

Connected or
associated with
landform obstacle

Apex points
toward wind

Over 50 percent
sand expanse

Not connected
to cliff or
obstacle

Anchor Dune

Little to no
vegetation

Lacking a
decernable
slipface

Linear
Dune

Barchan
Dune

Leeward

Sandsheet

Windward

Ramped
formation
Found along
break in slope
not cliff face

Found along
cliff face
Along a
cliff face

Lee Dune

Falling Dune
Climbing
Dune

Figure 15. Eolian landform decision key used to guide the identification of eolian
landforms on air photos. Follow the decision key from top to bottom selecting attributes
until reaching a red box delineating landform type.
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checking the two-dimensional model. The 1935, 1960, and 1990 stereo pairs of the study
area were utilized for this step.
Determining Causes of Landform Patterns Over Time: 1930 to 2015
The final objective of this analysis was to examine the identified incremental
changes to eolian features through time and determine if the changes observed were
linked to transportation and hydroelectricity infrastructure developments or to some other
factors. In order to accomplish this objective transportation and hydroelectricity
components were analyzed in terms of direct and indirect impacts, and qualitative and
quantitative results. Direct impacts include those impacts which, by their very action,
eliminated a portion of a landform. Indirect impacts include subsequent results of direct
impacts. Qualitative results were compiled based on the patterns, trends, and observations
present in data and visually evidenced through air photos. Quantitative results were
compiled based on a statistical test of association between landform response and factors
considered in this analysis.
Temporal and spatial data was compiled by available records and through air
photo analysis. In order to determine the effect of hydroelectricity this study examined
metered discharge in The Dalles, Oregon. Discharge data is used to understand the effects
of regulated flow from the construction of hydroelectric dams (Jay and Naik 2011).
Regulated flow is linked to changes in the patterns, distribution, and area of eolian
landforms (Draut 2012). The metered data utilized for this analysis was mean monthly
cfs. Mean June discharge was analyzed to identify if distinct patterns existed prior to dam
construction, during dam construction, and after dam construction occurred using the
Kruskal-Wallis statistical test. An annual discharge ratio was also compiled by dividing
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the maximum monthly average discharge by the minimum monthly average discharge for
each year. Discharge ratios allowed examination of the degree floodplains were exposed
by increment years. The discharge ratios and mean June discharge data was then adjusted
averaging the values between increment years.
In order to understand the relationship of transportation to eolian landforms in the
study area, infrastructure elements were defined spatially. Transportation infrastructure is
linked to altering the patterns of sediment distribution (Blanton and Marcus 2009).
Therefore, the amount of transportation elements over time were considered as a potential
factor affecting the area of landforms overtime. Transportation was classified into three
separate components: roads, highways, and railroads. These linear features were easily
identifiable on air photos. However, their widths were difficult to calculate by
measurement on air photos so a standardized approach was used. Dirt and gravel surfaced
roads were all given a width of 12 ft. Highways were given a width of 45 ft, and railroads
were given a width of 20 ft. The transportation values were then totaled by each
increment year.
Transportation and hydroelectricity are not the only potential factors considered to
influence eolian landform changes in the study area. Other factors included temperature,
precipitation, agricultural lands, and built environment. Both temperature and
precipitation are linked to patterned responses of eolian landforms activating, stabilizing,
and effecting overall aridity (Goudie 2013). This analysis examined metered data from
Goldendale, Washington. The built environment is attributed to activating sediments for
eolian transport (Dregne 1983). The built environment included buildings, housing
developments, depots, and associated infrastructure identified in air photos. Agricultural
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use can cause sediment activation through decreasing vegetation (Goudie 2013) and
damaging biotic crusts (Dregne 1983). Agricultural lands included grazing lands,
irrigated lands, and plowed fields. The area calculations for agricultural lands and built
environments were compiled by increment year.
Quantitative results were achieved by taking the compiled data, normalizing it,
and statistically testing it to determine significance. Landform areas and spatial factors
were calculated as the difference or change between increment years. The differences
were then calculated as a percentage of change to the total study area and divided by the
number of years between air photo increments to generate a per period year value.
Temperature, precipitation, and discharge values were averaged for the years between air
photo increments. Total eolian landform area was statistically compared for increment
years falling before the construction of The Dalles Dam in 1957 to those after its
construction using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum statistical test. The individual and total
landform data was then compared to all of these factors using Spearman Rank
Correlation Coefficient test. A confidence interval of 95% was utilized for all statistical
values. The hypothesis H1= a statistically significant positive or negative correlation
exists between landform changes and factors considered in this analysis; and the null
hypothesis: H0= a statistically significant positive or negative correlation does not exist
between landform changes and factors considered in this analysis.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Baseline Analysis: Early 1800s to Early 1900s
Wind-blown sands in the Columbia River Gorge were noted by the first explorers
in 1805. For a period of four days in October of 1805 and two days in April of 1806, the
Lewis and Clark Expedition documented and mapped the approach to the falls, the
portage around the falls, and camp sites along the shore (Figure 16 and 17). The
descriptions and maps constructed help establish a baseline condition of landforms prior
to the construction of transportation and hydroelectricity infrastructure.
On the Washington shore of the Columbia River immediately adjacent to Celilo
Falls, a portage route was selected by the Lewis and Clark Expedition in October of 1805
that bypassed the turbulent rapids and falls. Part of this route was described by William
Clark to be 600 ft of steep, loose sands swept by winds from below the portage (Lewis et
al. 2002b). A member of the Expedition, Joseph Whitehouse, described great amounts of
sands had collected along both shores near Celilo Falls (Lewis et al. 2002b).
From the relevant descriptions and maps by members of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition a number of important details are obtained (Table 2). The falls had an overall
height of nearly 38 ft with immense cataracts that were steep, foaming through rock
channels, and creating a large mist felt from the shore. The falls turned into large rapids
during high water. Loose sands were blown up from the river’s edge and collected in a
dry canyon 600 ft wide on the north shore. Strong northwesterly winds prohibited the
crew from crossing the river by canoe.
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Figure 16. Modified original sketch from Lewis and Clark of the Celilo Falls area. Some map details and text have
been annotated for clarity. North arrow is approximated, details in legend are estimated based on map and October
1805 descriptions. Image courtesy of Yale University (n.d.).
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Figure 17. Celilo Falls redrawn from Meriwether Lewis's sketch (Lewis 1814). The blue arrow indicates an area of loose sand. The
red arrow likely represents a pointbar. Available in David Rumsey Historic Map Collection Webpage (n.d.).
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Table 2
Landform Description Excerpts Taken from the Lewis and Clark Expedition
Author

Date

Description

William
Clark

10-22-1805

“…and the distance 1200 yards one third of the way on a rock, about 200
yards over a loose Sand collected in a holler [sic] blown by the winds from the
bottoms below which was disagreeable to pass, as it was Steep and loose….”
“…down a narrow Chanel on the opposit [sic] Side after a Short portage at
the head of the falls… the waters is divided into Several narrow channels [sic]
which pass through a hard black rock forming Islands of rocks at this Stage of
the water, on those Islands of rocks…”

10-23-1805

“…the hight [sic] of the particular falls in all is 37 feet eight Inches, and has a
large rock Island in the midst of them and look Shocking the water divided in
several channels by the rocks…”

4-22-1806

“…the wind So high from the N. W. that the canoes being on the opposite Side
of the river could not cross…”

Patrick
Gass

10-23-1805

“…The high water mark below the falls is 48 feet, and above only 10 feet four
inches from the surface of the water: so that in high water there is nothing but
a rapid, …The reason of this rise in the water below the falls is, that for three
miles down, the river is so confined by rocks (being not more that [sic] 70
yards wide) that it cannot discharge the water, as fast as it comes over the
falls, until what is deficient in breadth is made up in depth. About the great
pitch the appearance of the place is terrifying, with vast rocks, and the river
below the pitch, foaming through different channels…”

Joseph
Whitehouse

10-22-1805

“…These falls were perpendicular & we found them by measurement to be
about 37 feet 8 Inches feet high, & full of Solid Rocks which by the force of the
rapidity of the Waters running, are cut into many Channels. And a constant
mist rises at this place occasioned by the great fall of Water. The River at this
place 〈is〉 was considerable narrower than it was a few Miles above it…”

10-23-1805

“…we took our Canoes to the opposite 〈shore〉 side of the River & hawled
[sic] them out on the Shore. The party then hawled [sic] the Canoes, round a
perpendicular fall of 21 feet, and also round high rocks for about a quarter of
a Mile distance and then put them in the Water again...”

John
Ordway

“…The Men embark'd [sic] on board the Canoes again, and went with great
rapidity through the Rocks in a narrow Channel of the River and crossed a
whirl pool, which was better than a half Mile across; & came to where lay 2
little falls of about 3 feet each.…”

Descriptions provided by Lewis et al. (2002b, 2002c, 2002d) available from Journals of
the Lewis and Clark Expedition webpage.
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Loose sands were clearly eolian accumulations collected in a “hollar” (Lewis et al.
2002b) and the sketch map’s location and description information allowed the
approximate location to be identified (Figure 18). Fluvial sands are indicated in the more
recent production of the map by Lewis that show line shading contouring the river.
Historic ground photos along the Columbia River near the study area indicate the
presence of barchan dunes, climbing dunes, falling dunes, and sandsheets (Table 3;
Figures 19-28). Some photos reveal specific dune types while others can only be
identified as to categorical types such as anchor dunes. Barchan dunes were once
prevalent along the Oregon shore of the Columbia River in the study area. Climbing
dunes and falling dunes were located along the Oregon and Washington river corridor,
where they adjoined large pointbars that acted as sediment sources for eolian transport.
Sandsheets were dimly visible on terrace margins and along the floodplain.
Ground photos show evidence that barchan dunes have slipfaces that face east.
Falling dunes accumulated on the east-facing cliff faces where they trend easterly. Both
dune orientations indicate predominantly westerly winds. A slight variation in the
direction of barchan dunes can be seen in Figures 19 and 23. Figure 19 shows barchan
dunes trending slightly more to the northeast than in Figure 23. The subtle difference in
trend may be a result of floodplain topography and the proximity to basalt cliffs
influencing local wind patterns.
The floodplain and adjoining slopes were once covered with eolian sediments and
powerful westerly winds shaped the direction and pattern of the associated landforms.
The floodplain was a source of sediments for eolian transport. News publications in the

Figure 18. Recreation of Lewis and Clark’s October, 1805 sketch map within the Celilo Falls study area. Created by author
using ESRI GIS with topographic data created from Harza (1914) and University of Washington (n.d.).
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Table 3
Photo location and identification
Photo
Num.

Landform

Factors and Impacts

P-1

Anchor type dunes

Large pointbars evident in low flow that would provide
ample sediment for eolian transport.

P-2

Climbing dunes

Pointbars are sources of sediment for climbing dunes on
Oregon shore. Railroads have impacted climbing dunes by
removal and by placing elevated tracks.

P-3

Sandsheets,
climbing dunes,
and falling dunes

Floodplains are rich sandsheet environments on Oregon
shore. Railroads have removed sand and laid tracks along
sandsheet. Sandsheets are partially stabilized by
vegetation.

P-4

Climbing dunes,
falling dunes, and
barchan dunes

Barchan dunes blanket the Oregon shore near Celilo.
Residential and commercial development has occurred on
and adjacent to dunes.

P-5

Sandsheets,
barchan dunes

Vegetation has stabilized dunes and sandsheets are
prevalent.

P-6

Barchan dunes

Large accumulations of sand have been altered by railroad
structures designed to keep landform from migrating
toward tracks.

P-7

Climbing dunes,
falling dunes

Great amount of eolian deposition in climbing and falling
dunes on Washington shore.

P-8

Falling dune

Elongate forms of falling dunes are present on
Washington shore.

P-9

Barchan dunes

A complex of barchan dunes of great depth are located on
remnant floodplain margin on Oregon shore.

Note: Photo numbers correspond to photographs in Figures 20 to 28.

Figure 19. Ground photo location map. Map created by author using LiDar data provided by USGS (n.d.) overlaid with an
1888 topographic map from Harza (1914). The Oregon Steam and Navigation Railroad is shown on the south shore. Other
infrastructure features shown are slated for development. Note: photograph vantage point labels correspond to Table 3
landforms, factors, and impacts.
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Figure 20. P-1 Eolian and fluvial features near Celilo Falls. View facing to east-northeast.
Blue arrows indicate pointbars, green arrows indicate anchor dunes, and red arrow
indicates sandsheets. Photo taken by Carlton Watkins circa 1867. Image courtesy of
Metropolitan Museum of Art (n.d.).

Figure 21. P-2 Photograph of Oregon Steam Navigation Railroad near Celilo on Oregon
shore. View facing west. Blue arrow indicates activated pointbar sediments and red arrow
indicates unknown anchor dune impacted by the railroad. Photograph taken by Carlton
Watkins circa 1867. Image courtesy of Oregon Historical Society Webpage (n.d.).
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Figure 22. P3 Fishing village on the Washington shore. View from Oregon shore facing
north-northwest. Blue arrow indicates a pointbar, red arrows indicates sandsheets, purple
arrows indicate climbing dunes, and green arrow indicates a falling dune. Photograph
taken by Carlton Watkins circa 1867. Image courtesy of the New York Public Library
Webpage (n.d.).

Figure 23. P-4 Portage railroad taken near Celilo, Oregon facing northwest. Green
arrows indicate falling dunes and purple arrow indicates overlapping barchan dunes.
Photograph taken by Carlton Waltkins circa 1867. Image courtesy of the Oregon
Historical Society Webpage (n.d.).
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Figure 24. P-5 Celilo Falls whirlpool from Washington shore. View facing northwest.
Red arrow indicates unknown dunes, blue arrow indicates pointbars. Photographer
unknown, taken circa 1880. Image courtesy of the Oregon Historical Society (n.d.).

Figure 25. P-6 Large unknown dune compromised by railroad structures on the Oregon
Shore, facing east-northeast. Green arrow indicates location of a falling dune. Image
courtesy of the New York Public Library (n.d.).
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Figure 26. P-7 Horseshoe Falls of Celilo, view facing west-northwest near the Oregon
shore. Red arrows indicate climbing dunes and green arrow indicates a falling dune.
Photograph taken by Benjamin Gifford in 1900. Image courtesy of the Oregon Historical
Society Website (n.d.).

Figure 27. P-8 Fishwheel at Celilo Falls facing east-northeast. Green arrow indicates a
large falling dune. Photographer unknown, taken circa 1890. Image Courtesy of Yakima
Valley Museum (n.d.)
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Figure 28. P-9 Barchan dunes on the Oregon floodplain facing southwest. Red arrow
indicates a large slipface (a man stands at base for scale). Image courtesy of the Oregon
Historical Society Website (n.d.).

1900s provide support to this observation. Willey (1906) describes a freshet on the
Columbia River where 60 ft of fluctuation provided fine silt and sands that were
transported up river producing sand ridges up to 40 ft tall.
Railroads constructed in the vicinity of the dunes had begun impacting dune
morphology almost immediately as seen in Figures 20, 21, and 25. Much of the rail along
the floodplain was built directly over eolian landforms and wooden structures were
constructed to offset eolian transport. This issue became widespread along the Lower
Columbia. Willey (1906) discusses various methods employed by railroad engineers to
combat drifting sands. Several types of wooden wind deflection fences and walls were
constructed. Often adjacent sands could not be mitigated by structure and required
manual excavation by shovel and horse plows to prevent further sand from drifting onto
the rail (Willey 1906).
Overall, the early 1800s to early 1900s were characterized by eolian sand
transportation being the dominant process along upper margins of the floodplains and
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adjoining slopes of the Lower Mid-Columbia River. Barchan dune slipfaces were
oriented east and falling dune’s ramps tapered to the east indicating a predominantly
westerly wind. Ground photos provide the detail to identify variation in barchan dunes
along the edge of the river and terrace margins. Along the Oregon shore shallow
complexes of overlapping barchan dunes as well as large barchanoid ridges had formed.
Similarly, ground photos reveal that large elongate forms of falling dunes tapered around
obstacles on the Washington shore near Wishram, as they trended to the east. Steeply
ramped climbing dunes extended from the floodplain, nearly reaching the top of basalt
cliffs in places along the Washington shore. Sandsheets were evident both on margins
above the active floodplain overlying basalt bedrock terraces and along the upper
portions of pointbars.
Landform Changes: 1930 to 2015
Eolian landforms, transportation, discharge, built environment, agricultural lands,
precipitation, and temperature were compiled for each air photo increment year from
1930 to 2015 (Figures 28-39). Georeferenced air photos indicate changes to the areas of
barchan dunes, linear dunes, climbing dunes, falling dunes, leeward dunes, and
sandsheets (Figure 40). An overall decrease in total eolian landfrom area occurred from
1930 to 2015. Landforms generally grew by 6.4% from 1930 to 1956 reaching a
maximum value of over 880 acres in 1947. In 1960, an abrupt alteration of area occurred
following the construction of The Dalles Dam in 1957. 1960 to 2015 was characterized
by an overall decline of 8.1% in area reaching the lowest observed total landform area of
474 acres in 1996. The distribution of landform area was statistically tested using the
total eolian landform area before and after the construction of The Dalles Dam using the
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Figure 29. 1930 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 4.
1930 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Built
Environment
(ft2)
2,906,741

1,846,985

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)
296,600

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

6,813,073

9.77

46.2

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

858,168

6,338,711

4,104,315

1,774,370

18,901,177

952,775
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Figure 30. 1935 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 5.
1935 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

3,974,831

6,813,073

9.94

46.7

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

2,579,511

440,000

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

557,383

5,610,143

1,916,624

1,462,813

19,229,262

1,078,943
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Figure 31. 1947 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 6.
1947 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

2,691,921

454,900

4,918,039

8,910,306

18.72

48.9

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

130,743

5,378,928

2,198,796

1,106,837

28,379,347

1,247,753
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Figure 32. 1956 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 7.
1956 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

3,458,980

454,900

6,709,256

9,816,919

13.54

47.2

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

58,721

5,111,463

2,334,058

1,303,250

24,506,193

1,885,054
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Figure 33. 1960 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 8.
1960 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

3,851,383

386,200

5191199

9,847,876

18.16

47.4

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

4,145,759

2,484,546

1,205,339

16,164,515

986,882
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Figure 34. 1973 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 9.
1973 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

4,946,794

143,700

5,251,226

9,718,855

19.04

48.2

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

4,329,728

2,441,957

1,219,885

15,581,723

970,600
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Figure 35. 1981 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.
Table 10.
1981 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

4,850,691

366,300

6,314,142

10,111,711

17.72

49.0

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

3,306,143

2,370,707

1,314,913

16,102,988

1,194,207
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Figure 36. 1990 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 11.
1990 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

4,948,828

316,400

5,998,117

10,008,415

14.39

49.0

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

6,630,014

1,921,958

1,343,743

13,799,196

1,303,705
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Figure 37. 1996 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 12.
1996 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

4,912,321

377,700

5,724,479

10,008,415

20.07

47.2

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

3,977,902

2,428,049

1,409,098

11,766,319

1,084,032
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Figure 38. 2006 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 13.
2006 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

4,746,853

313,500

6,301,255

9,570,533

19.72

49.1

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

2,875,141

2,391,489

1,358,830

13,167,313

1,035,821
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Figure 39. 2015 Landform increment analysis in Celilo Falls study area.

Table 14.
2015 Transportation, Hydroelectricity, and Other Factors
Transportation and Hydroelectric
Dam Developments

Other Factors Considered

Transportation
(ft2)

Mean June
Discharge (cfs)

Built
Environment
(ft2)

Agriculture
(ft2)

Mean
Annual
Precip.
(in)

Mean
Annual
Temp. (°F)

4,859,809

154,600

6,953,874

8,655,883

17.44

49.9

Landform Area Calculations

Landform Area
(ft2)

Barchan Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee Dunes

Falling
Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

0

3,498,477

2,108,358

1,102,858

15,257,698

975,555

0

5,000,000

10,000,000

15,000,000

20,000,000

25,000,000

1930

1935

1947

1956

1973
Airphoto Year

1960

Figure 40. Eolian landforms distribution, Celilo Falls study area.

Landform Area (ft2)

30,000,000

1981
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Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. The results of this test show a z score of 2.55 and a p value of
0.00505 indicating a strong statistically significant difference between the total eolian
landform area before The Dalles Dam was constructed to those observed after its
construction.
Barchan dunes were observed exclusively along a single pointbar on the Oregon
shore of the Columbia River from 1930 to 1956. Between increment years, barchan dunes
were inundated on an annual basis as the pointbar was below the highwater mark. As a
result, the location of barchan dunes changed distinctly between increment years.
Barchan dunes steadily declined in area by 6.8% from 1930 to 1956, being permanently
inundated by the construction of The Dalles Dam in 1957. The largest decline in barchan
area occurred from 1935 to 1947 with a decrease of 76% accounting for 9.79 acres
(426,640 ft2).
Linear dunes were located along unique terrace margins where east-northeastfacing cliffs occur. The predominant westerly wind likely supported bi-modal and/or
vortex winds near the terrace margins, which may be linked to the formation of linear
dunes (McKee 1979). Linear dunes show an inverse trend to barchan dunes, growing in
area steadily from 1930 to 1956. Although a substantial change occurred to the area of
linear dunes from 1956 to 1960 with a loss of 47.6 % accounting for 29.62 acres (898,172
ft2). Linear dune area then fluctuated little overall from 1960 to 2015.
Climbing dunes were identified primarily on southwest-facing or northwestfacing basalt cliffs, over-steepened slopes, and at the bases of steep-walled basalt
benches. Climbing dune area decreased from 1930 to 2015. The greatest observed
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response occurred from 1973 to 1981 when the total area of climbing dunes decreased by
23.6% accounting for 23.50 acres (1,023,585 ft2).
Lee dunes were identified in ephemeral drainage bottoms, small canyons, and
topographical catchments sheltered from the westerly wind. Here, they are protected from
the wind, have greater shade, and moisture creating a predominantly depositional eolian
context. The level of shade in some air photos made the identification of lee dunes
difficult and often required significant photo adjustments to be discernable. Lee dunes
decreased in area from 1930 to 1935 by 53.3% accounting for 50 acres (2,187,691 ft2),
steadily grew from 1935 to 1960, and fluctuated variably from 1960 to 2015.
Falling dunes were found on the south to southeast and east-facing margins of
basalt cliffs and steep walled benches. Falling dunes decreased in area from 1930 to 1947
then experienced very little change from 1956 to 2006. The greatest observed response
from falling dunes occurred from 1935 to 1947 when the area decreased by 24.3%
accounting for 8.2 acres (355,976 ft2).
Sandsheets occur on broad flat expanses along the slopes and terraces of the study
area. Sandsheets increased in area from 1930 to 1947 growing 47.6% from 1935 to 1947
(an increase of 9,150,085 ft2 in area). The 1935 to 1947 increase in area spread to the
north and east, with some growth to the west. These patterns indicate the predominant
seasonal wind directions capable of eolian transport. From 1947 to 1996, a decrease in
landform area occurred which was followed by an increase from 1996 to 2015. The
growth from 1996 to 2015 occurred along the northern margins of agricultural lands and
on the western extent of the study area.
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Factors Affecting Eolian Pattern: 1930 to 2015
Transportation
Transportation infrastructure resulted in direct impacts to landforms identified
through visual evidence in airphotos. However, it did not show a statistically significant
correlation when compared to landforms (Table 15). A number of transportation features
occurred over time including dirt roads, gravel roads, highways, and railroads. Dirt roads
and fluctuated over time as some roads with less frequent use became revegetated and
unrecognizable in subsequent air photos. However, the overall trend in road construction
was a consistent growth from 42.40 acres (1,846,985 ft2) in 1930 to 113.56 acres
(4,946,794 ft2) in 1973. After 1973, the number of roads identified did not change
substantially despite improvement projects (Figure 41). Road cuts also appear to have
influenced eolian processes by exposing sands to winds that transported them to the
northeast. The sands originating from road cuts were small linear accumulations that
were not sufficiently substantial to meet the landform criteria of a dunes or sandsheets in
this analysis.
By 1867, railroads had already directly impacted climbing dunes, and structures
had been built to keep dunes from migrating (Willey 1906), directly and indirectly
impacted dune form. Railroads along the banks of the river limited sediment deposition
for eolian transport. Once the floodplain sediments were inundated, fine sediments not
completely submerged did not transport beyond railroad rip-rap. The railroad berms
introduced a long linear feature adjacent to the river. The east to west orientation of the
berms are parallel to the predominant seasonal winds. The berms prevent eolian sediment
from moving beyond the floodplain via suspension or saltation. Similarly,
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Table 15.
Spearman Rank Correlation Calculations
Barchan
Dunes

Climbing
Dunes

Lee
Dunes

1930-1956
(n=4)
Transportatio
n

ρ

1930-2015 (n=10)

-0.4182

-0.3576

0.0667

-0.4545

0.7500

0.9457

0.7329

0.2324

0.3128

0.838

0.1909

-0.8000

0.0788

0.1273

-0.297

-0.2485

0.1636

-0.2606

0.0833

0.8114

0.7072

0.407

0.4916

0.632

0.4697

-0.8000

0.0671

-0.061

-0.5854

0.1341

0.2927

-0.0488

0.3333

0.838

0.8648

0.0802

0.7072

0.407

0.8916

-0.4000

0.0909

-0.4788

0.0303

0.4424

*0.8424

0.2364

0.2474

0.785

0.1661

0.9186

0.1909

0.0035

0.4916

-0.4000

-0.4424

0.1152

-0.0545

-0.1758

0.6242

-0.3818

P value

0.7500

0.2042

0.7329

0.8916

0.632

0.0544

0.279

ρ

0.8000

-0.1758

*0.8061

0.503

-0.3212

-0.0182

-0.2121

P value

0.0833

0.632

0.0068

0.1328

0.3677

0.9728

0.5599

-0.2000

0.0545

0.0909

0.1394

0.1394

-0.6242

0.1273

0.9167

0.8648

0.785

0.6818

0.6818

0.0602

0.7072

ρ

ρ

Built
Environment

ρ

P value

P value

Annual
Average
Temperature

Total
Eolian
Forms

-0.1273

Discharge
Highest vs.
Lowest Mean
Ratio

Annual
Precipitation

Linear
Dunes

-0.0303

P value

Agriculture

Sandsheets

-0.4000

P value
Discharge
(Mean June)

Falling
Dunes

ρ

ρ
P value

Note: Correlation Coefficients Values ( ρ ) are rated by the following scores 0.00-.19 =
very weak; 0.20-0.39 = weak; 0.49-0.59 = moderate; 0.60-0.79 = strong; *0.80-1.0 =
very strong
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Figure 41. Transportation versus total eolian landform area, Celilo Falls study area.

without enough dry period intervals in regulated conditions, transportation by creep is no
longer able to overcome the railroad berm.
Hydroelectricity
The Dalles Dam construction was the greatest impact observed on eolian
processes and landforms. When completed, the dam resulted in a large-scale inundation
of the Columbia River shore in 1957. This included approximately 672.21 acres
(29,281,722 ft2) of exposed land accounting for 24% of the study area. This directly
impacted landforms and factors considered in this analysis. Barchan dunes were
completely inundated whereas 164.67 acres (7,173,357 ft2) of sandsheets, 19.19 acres
(836,090 ft2) of the built environment, and approximately 21,437 linear feet of railroad
track were submerged. Very little measurable fluctuation of this newly established high-
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water mark on the reservoir pool was evident in subsequent air photos. This was a direct
result of the post-dam flow regime established through the operation of The Dalles Dam
and the management of the Columbia River system for flood control, power generation,
and irrigation.
No statistically significant association was identified between discharge and
eolian landform area when using Spearman Rank Correlation (Table 15). However, the
total eolian landform area before and after The Dalles Dam construction represent two
distinct distributions of data with a Wilcoxon Rank Sum P value of 0.005. Further, when
examining mean June discharge data through the Kruskal Wallis test, three distinctly
varied distributions occur that correspond with pre-dam periods, dam construction
periods, and post-dam construction periods (Table 16, Figure 42).
Lake Celilo not only inundated portions of sandsheets, barchan dunes, built
environment, and railroads, it also had indirect effects. Baseline analysis indicates that
two large pointbars that were sediment sources for eolian transport became inundated by
dam construction in 1957. The effect of large-scale dam development also altered the
discharge of the river in a manner which has been attributed to limiting fine alluvial
sediment deposition and decreased shoreline exposure (Jay and Naik 2011). This is
evident in discharge records as well as air photo analysis showing little fluctuation and
exposure of fine sediments in post-dam air photos. The dam completely eliminated
barchan dunes and much of the sediment source for eolian transport. However, some
dune types did not appear to have been affected by this change.
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Table 16.
Pre-Dam, Dam Construction, and Post-Dam Periods of Discharge
Distinct Discharge Increments

Pre-Dam

Dam Construction

Post-Dam

1879 to 1933

1933 to 1973

1973 to 2015

Mean

374

279

188

Median

352

270

181

Standard Deviation

123

79

60

Coefficient of Variation

33

28

32

Results of Kuskal-Wallis statistical test

Kruskal-Wallis Statistic

63.5

P value

0.0000

Note: The data points used in this analysis were compiled based on June mean discharge
metered at The Dalles, Oregon USGS (n.d.).
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Shorter Variability

Drop in Discharge
Discharge

Figure 42. Mean June discharge at The Dalles, Oregon, 1879 to 2015. Note the impacts of
regulated conditions from 1933 to 1973, and 1974 to 2015. Data provided by USGS (n.d.).
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Climbing dunes, falling dunes, and lee dunes do not appear to have been altered
by the loss of primary sediment sources other than being stabilized by vegetation
stabilization. These dune types are uniquely created by topographic conditions
that effectively protect the landforms from wind. The ramped formation of these dune
types allows large volumes of sand that may decrease overtime without a substantial
change in area. Therefore, they are less likely to produce a significant and immediate
response other than vegetation growth in this analysis. Conversely, because sandsheets
are broad flat and thin accumulations they likely represent a key indicator in landform
change.
Sandsheets exhibited a steep decline in area following the construction of The
Dalles Dam. While inundation directly impacted approximately 164 acres of sandsheets,
an additional decline of 27 acres was observed. This may have resulted from sandsheets
being surface expanses of sand that are less protected than anchor type dunes and are
more susceptible to eolian transport.
When assessing the total eolian landform area from each year against the peak
and minimum discharge on the Columbia River an upward trend is indicated in the four
airphoto increments from 1930-1956 (Figure 43). Total landform area declined markedly
in 1960 and then fluctuated with a subtle overall decline from 1973 to 2015. This
supports the observation of Lake Celilo inundating the floodplain, the floodplain being
the primary sediment source for eolian transport, and a net result of decreasing eolian
landform area.
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Figure 43. Discharge versus eolian landform area, Celilo Falls study area. Data gathered
from USGS (nd) metered at The Dalles, Oregon.

Agriculture
Agricultural development is evident in all air photos analyzed; however, less
intensive use or lands left fallow appear to have caused fluctuation in the identifiable
area. From 1930 to 1956 agricultural lands grew by 30 percent reaching 225 acres
(9,816,919 ft2). Agricultural lands remained at this approximate area until a subtle
decline occurred from 1996 to 2015 resulting in a loss of 31.05 acres (1,352,532 ft2)
(Figure 44). This pattern is similar to that of linear dunes with the exception of a decline
in linear dune area from 1956 to 1960 (following the construction of The Dalles Dam)
that does not occur in agricultural area.
No statistically significant correlations are seen between landforms and
agriculture. The distribution of agricultural area in increment years provides difficulties

Area of Landforms and Factors (ft2)
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Figure 44. Agriculture versus total eolian landform area, Celilo Falls study area.

in determining statistical correlations. Once agricultural practice was established in the
study area it plateaued from 1956 to 1996. Therefore, it is difficult to associate the
decline in area observed in most landform types to agriculture. Agricultural practice is
expected to have the effect of activating sediments for eolian transport (Dregne 1983).
However, when agricultural area peaked and plateaued total eolian landform area
decreased. Therefore, it is suggested that agricultural practice is not a significant factor in
total eolian landform changes in the study area.
Built Environment
The built environment steadily increased in area over time. From 1930 to 1956 the
built environment experienced its greatest increase. After The Dalles Dam was
constructed and portions of the built environment were inundated, a fluctuating yet
gradual increase in area occurred (Figure 45). This fluctuation is attributed to changes
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Figure 45. Built environment versus total eolian landform area, Celilo Falls study area.

observed on along the fringes of Celilo, Oregon and Wishram, Washington where the
built environment adjoins the reservoir. These communities had built environments that
were partially inundated leaving some portions left adjoining the river that have lost area
in some increment years. They may have been eroded, intentionally removed, and/or
decommissioned. The built environment encroached on falling dunes on the Washington
Shore near Wishram.
A positive statistically significant correlation exists between the built environment
and linear dunes with a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient of 0.842 and a P value of
0.003. The built environment occurs east of linear dunes, indicating winds other than the
primary westerly winds are important to the growth of linear dunes. While westerly
winds may still be an important factor to linear dunes, the growth of linear dunes appears
to be associated with activation of sediments resulting from the built environment. One of
the factors linked to linear dune formation are bimodal and vortex wind (McKee 1979),
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which have been observed in areas where multiple wind directions and topographic
depressions occur (Cardinale et al. 2012). Multiple wind directions occur in the
Columbia River Gorge (Whiteman 2000) and linear dunes were identified below
northeast to southwest trending cliffs. Therefore, a potential link exists between the local
topography and the occurrence of bi-modal winds. Further, the growth in linear dunes
likely occurred from the activation of sediments directly or indirectly from the built
environment during winter easterly winds that others have noted (Lewis et al. 2002d,
Whiteman 2000). These winds occur from cold air and high pressure in the Columbia
Basin which are capable of producing powerful gap winds along the Columbia River
(Whiteman 2000). The built environment therefore was likely a sediment source that
exposed and activated soil for eolian transport. Dregne (1983) finds that this occurs on
the fringes of built environments. The built environment in this study is concentrated
where sand dunes have been previously documented by ground photos in the baseline
analysis. Therefore, any growth in the built environment would occur in fine sediment
accumulations susceptible to erosion and transportation during and after infrastructure
related disturbances.
However, as the built environment continued to grow from 1960 to 2015 total
eolian landforms area declined. Other eolian landforms in this study are associated with
primarily with unidirectional winds (McKee 1979) and did not show a significant
statistical correlation with the built environment. Therefore, despite the correlation with
linear dunes, other factors are stronger influences on the total eolian landform area
decline.
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Climate
Precipitation and temperature values were compiled and compared to the results
of the total eolian landform area calculations. Precipitation from 1930 to 2015 shows two
distinct patterns. From 1930 to 1970, the annual mean precipitation values were much
more variable than those from 1970 to 2015. While precipitation values were greatly
varied from year to year, the overall trend was a decrease in precipitation (Figures 46). A
positive correlation exists between precipitation and the area of lee dunes with a
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient of 0.806 and a P value of 0.003. High
precipitation years such as those in 1935 to 1947 and 1990 to 1996 correspond well with
increases in lee dune area. Similarly, low precipitation years such as 1930 to 1935 and the
low characteristic precipitation from 1981 to 1990 are marked by decreases in lee dune
area.
Great variability exists on how dunes respond to changes in precipitation and
climate (Liu and Couthard 2014) with little evidence to support a single widescale pattern
(Tsoar 2013). Therefore, it is necessary to explore the local patterns and trends to
understand the influence of climate through previous research. A decrease in precipitation
causes an increase in aridity and decrease in biomass (Goudie 2013). Biomass is linked to
eolian erosion (Field, Breshears, and Whicker 2009) and biotic crust can be impacted by
precipitation activating sediments (Tsoar 2013). In the study area, lee dunes are situated
in shaded, wind buffered, and low relief areas less likely to be affected by drought and
more likely to maintain vegetation during drought. Conversely, sandsheets adjoining lee
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Figure 46. Precipitation versus total eolian landform area, Celilo Falls study area. Data
compiled from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, (n.d.).

dunes are on upper terraces with limited shade or moisture that would be more
susceptible to erosion. This likely lead to eolian transportation of sandsheet sediments
becoming deposited in the adjacent low relief areas as lee dunes.
Liu and Couthard (2014) indicate that some environments support a pattern of
alternating fluvial and eolian interaction. However, the interaction does not appear to be
seasonal as others have suggested (Liu and Couthard 2014) and may instead be a
pattern linked with drought, such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) which
causes short term climate fluctuations occurring in two-to seven-year increments (Goudie
2013). ENSO period events result from increase sea surface temperatures in the Eastern
Pacific Ocean which cause a distinct pattern of climate changes. This pattern is the
dominant driver of drought in the Pacific Northwest (Herwijer et al. 2007). In Oregon and
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Washington, ENSO generally correspond to periods of warmer and dryer winters, being
most pronounced in the late winter. In the spring and summer, a period of decreasing
precipitation and moisture availability occurs that does not appear to effect temperature
(McAfee and Wise 2016). Therefore, the lack of statistical correlation between
temperature and lee dunes combined with the positive correlation between precipitation
and lee dunes, indicate the ENSO effect may be linked to the formation of lee dunes.
Mean annual temperature exhibited an overall increase over time (Figure 47).
From 1930 to 1960, longer intervals with greater variability occurred, from 1969 to 1983
shorter intervals with less variability occurred, and from 1983 to 2015 short intervals with
greater variability occurred. Increasing temperatures, combined with decreasing
precipitation, provides evidence of a shift toward more aridity (Goudie 2013) in a time
when eolian landforms decreased in area. The decrease in area indicates an increase in
vegetation and stabilization of dunes. Therefore, a lack of sediment supply and/or other
factors are more influential to the overall decline of total eolian landform area.
Spatial and Temporal Landform Patterns
Landform changes observed in increment years revealed a distinct pattern exists
between anchor dunes types (climbing and falling dunes), lee dunes, and sandsheets.
Anchor dunes difference calculations in increment years were generally inversely related
to those of lee dunes and sandsheets with few exceptions (Table 17; Figure 48). These
exceptions included increment years where changes were more characteristic of
widespread decrease in landform area. Climbing dunes and lee dunes were inversely
related in increments of change from 1935 to 1973, 1981 to 1996, and from 2006 to 2015.
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Table 17.
Changes to the Area of Landforms Identified by Air Photo Increments

Landform Area (ft2) Changes by Increment Years

Increment

Barchan

Climbing

Lee

Falling

Years

Dunes

Dunes

Dunes

Dunes

Sandsheets

Linear
Dunes

1930-1935

-300,785

-728,568

-2,187,691

-311,557

328,085

126,168

1935-1947

-426,640

-231,215

282,172

-355,976

9,150,085

168,809

1947-1956

-72,022

-267,465

135,262

196,413

-3,873,154

637,301

1956-1960

-58,721

-965,704

150,488

-97,911

-8,341,678

-898,172

1960-1973

0

183,969

-42,589

14,546

-582,792

-16,282

1973-1981

0

-1,023,585

-71,250

95,028

521,265

223,608

1981-1990

0

3,323,871

-448,749

28,830

-2,303,792

109,498

1990-1996

0

-2,652,112

506,091

65,355

-2,032,877

-219,673

1996-2006

0

-1,102,761

-36,560

-50,268

1,400,994

-48,212

2006-2015

0

623,336

-283,131

-255,972

2,090,385

-60,266

Note: values shown in red indicate decreasing values.
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Climbing dunes and sandsheets were inversely related in increments of change from 1930
to 1947, 1960 to 1990, and 1996 to 2006. Falling dunes and lee dunes were inversely
related from 1935 to 1947 and 1956 to 1990. Falling dunes and sandsheets were inversely
related in increments of change ranging from 1930 to 1956, 1960 to 1973, and 1981 to
2015. The number of occurrences with this relationship show a pattern that may
correspond to periods where fluvial or eolian processes became dominant on the
landscape. Lui and Couthard (2014) present a number of types of these relationships,
none of which fully capture the relationship observed near Celilo Falls (Table 18).
Baseline analysis of the 1800s indicates fluvial and eolian interactions that were
once balanced by equal dune distribution on both sides of the river. In addition,
interactions were likely characterized as alternating, although, ground photos and historic
maps are not sufficient to identify these seasonal changes. Examining air photos
identifies a trend that is representative of an alternating fluvial and eolian interaction
observed through increment years rather than seasonally.
The statistically significant positive correlation between lee dunes and
precipitation may be an indicator for eolain and fluvial interactions when considered in
the context of the inverse relationships observed between lee dunes and sandsheets as
well as anchor dunes and sandsheets. For example, a fluvial-dominant interaction may be
present when precipitation activates sandsheet sediments along slopes and terraces that
are transported and deposited as anchor dunes and lee dunes. An eolian-dominant
interaction may be present when anchor dune sediments along steep slopes and basalt
cliffs are vertically transported by eolian processes and deposited along terraces and
broad slopes as sandsheets.
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Table 18.
Fluvial and Eolian Interaction

Interaction Type

Characterization

Fluvial dominant

All eolian inputs are transported by river.

Mostly fluvial
dominant

River passes through. Unable to remove all eolian
sediment inputs.

Balanced

No one process is dominant. Often characterized by dunes
on both sides of the river with equal development.

Mostly eolian
dominant

Eolian sediments partially dam river.

Eolian dominant

River course may be overcome by dunes.

Alternating

Moving between eolian or fluvial dominance based on
seasonal conditions.

Adapted from Liu and Couthard (2014).
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
By identifying, mapping, and analyzing the geomorphic changes to the floodplain
and adjacent slopes of the Lower Mid-Columbia River, this study laid the foundation for
further research along the greater Celilo Falls landscape. A baseline was established from
the earliest historic records in 1805 to the well-photographed surface of the 1860s to
1900. A unique perspective was gained of the semi-arid landscapes of the Lower MidColumbia prior to major infrastructure developments. This is a necessary step to
understanding how anthropogenic impacts factor into our changing environment. Air
photo increment analysis identified a decline in total eolian landform area. Patterned
observation and statistics identified a number of factors contributed to the declining area
of eolian landforms. The qualitative evidence suggests construction of The Dalles Dam
was the greatest direct and indirect factor identified, although the statistical evidence is
less clear. The information gathered in this analysis has application in future
consideration of transportation, hydroelectricity, and largescale development (represented
by the built environment). This research has brought to light a pattern of eolian sediments
that may be significant to the prehistoric occupation and sub-surface context of
archaeological remains, which occur for at least the last 10,000 years (Butler and
O’Connor 2003).
Baseline: Early 1800s to Early 1900s
The baseline suggests the landscape was once characterized by an alternating
cycle of sediments from fluvial and eolian processes. Large pointbar deposits of fine
sediments from freshet seasons were sources of sediments for climbing dunes, falling
dunes, lee dunes, sandsheets, and barchan dunes during low discharge. The baseline
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analysis approximated the location of several ground photos and the direction the
photographs were taken.
Future research should include repeat photography from the same vantage points
as a means of documenting changes to the environment. The additional observations of
vegetation, volume, shape, and dune morphology would allow for a more robust
comparative analysis since baseline photos were taken. Repeat photography of ground
level photos has been used to better understand geomorphic changes documented in aerial
photography elsewhere (Webb, Boyer, and Turner 2010).
This study established a baseline prior to and soon after transportation and
hydroelectricity developments were underway. The study relied on historic
documentation and ground photos from the early 1800s to 1900. However, further
documentation of the changing conditions from 1900 to 1930 could help fill in a temporal
gap of the changing environment and direct impacts prior to the first available air photos
of the study area taken in 1930.
Landform Changes: 1930 to 2015
Air photo increment analysis tested for patterned observations and statistical
correlations between barchan dunes, linear dunes, climbing dunes, falling dunes, leeward
dunes, and sandsheets to factors that may influence changes in landform area. Factors
included transportation, hydroelectricity, agriculture, built environment, and climate. The
individual landform types were examined as well as the total area of landforms. Total
landform area was shown to have a statistically significant difference in distribution
before the construction of The Dalles Dam in 1957 and after its construction.
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Sandsheets appear to be a sensitive indicator comprised of broad flat and thin
accumulations which are likely more susceptible to changes over time. This is supported
in the spatial extent of sandsheets which show a pattern of increasing distribution of
above 400ft in elevation from 1946 to 2015. Indicating sandsheets are migrating out of
the study area. Further research with a larger study area could determine the significance
of this observed trend beyond the study area and with greater detail.
Air photo increment analysis reveals an inverse relationship may exist in the
observed changes to landform area. Anchor dune types (climbing and falling dunes) and
sandsheets, as well as lee dunes and sandsheets were inversely related in 7 out of 10
airphoto increments. Two possible causes are considered that merit further investigation;
1) precipitation events activate surface sediments from upper slope margins that become
transported, deposited, and stabilized below cliff faces; and 2) when eolian processes are
dominant, winds transport sediments from anchor dunes vertically to upper slope margins
where they are stabilized as sandsheets and lee dunes. A greater sample size with fewer
years between increments would allow this relationship to be statistically examined.
This analysis used a two-dimensional model to identify patterns that were
checked with stereo pairs to verify the correct identification of landforms. While
examining stereo pairs it became evident that the volume of dunes also appears to
fluctuate. Anchor dunes specifically occur along cliff faces or steep slopes which act as
static obstacles or shelter from winds. The surface of these dunes may result in eolian
erosion and transportation that is unnoticed with a two-dimensional model. A threedimensional structure-for-motion of early and late photos, LiDar, or in-field analysis
could allow sand volume trends to be identified and tested over time.
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Factors Affecting Eolian Patterns
This study was designed to better understand the role of hydroelectricity and
transportation in landform responses over time by considering a number of potential
factors. Although, no statistical correlation was identified between transportation or
hydroelectricity developments to landform changes, visual evidence in baseline
photographs and increment airphotos provide a number of important details.
Transportation contributed to altering eolian landforms through direct and indirect
impacts which were not captured through statistical analysis. Hydroelectricity
developments altered flow dynamics and eliminated the primary sediment source of dune
features through the construction of The Dalles Dam in 1957. Agriculture grew from
1930 to 1956 and showed very little change in subsequent years which did not allow for
patterned observations or statistical correlations to landforms.
A positive correlation was identified between the built environment and linear
dunes which indicates easterly winds are important to linear dune formation. Linear dune
formation is not widely understood and further research is needed to understand the
mechanisms for their formation in the study area. Some believe linear dunes are linked to
vortex or bimodal winds; others find that they are part of a successive morphology linked
to parabolic dunes or barchan dunes (Cooke et al. 1993). Local wind metering would
provide a better understanding of the wind patterns associated with linear dunes. The
overall climate trend shows an increase in temperature and decrease in precipitation.
While no correlation was identified to landforms and temperature, a positive correlation
was identified between precipitation and lee dunes. This correlation may indicate the
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pattern of growth in lee dunes is linked to the ENSO. Furthermore, it supports some of
the inverse relationships identified in other dune types.
The methods utilized in this study were qualitative and quantitative and were
based on visual evidence compiled in air photos. This allowed for the ability to examine
results spatially. Trends and patterns were identified that are relevant to hydroelectric
developments. However, these trends did not return statistically significant results. There
are a number of reasons for the limited applicability of statistical comparison between the
variables identified in this analysis.
In order to consider a wide range of variables at great detail, the scope of this
analysis required finding a localized area with significant amount of available data. The
study area was defined in part by available archival data and air photos at the time of the
study. Although this allowed for a detailed and specific understanding of the study area it
likely excluded some influential areas. A larger-scale perspective of landform movement
may have been beneficial in understanding the extent of sand migration, deposition,
and/or stabilization. Future researchers will have more available tools for this type of
analysis as a much greater inventory of elevation data and air photos is compiled.
Increments used in air photo analysis were not evenly spaced temporally. This
may have resulted in averaging out significant events or trends when calculating
increment responses by per period year values. This could also be improved as a greater
inventory of high quality air photos are available increasing number of samples, allowing
shorter, more consistent time intervals.
Hydroelectricity and transportation are not the only factors influencing landform
changes in the study area. While a broad range of factors are considered, they limit the
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control necessary to observe statistically significant results. For example, developments
which occur after dam construction may result in sediment activation, even though the
floodplain sediment source has been inundated. A more controlled environment where
only transportation or hydroelectricity developments occur would be beneficial to
statistical tests. However, it would lack the interrelationship between other factors
shaping the environment achieved through qualitative methods.
Fire is a significant factor effecting eolian process by both exposing and
activating sediments as well as accelerating weathering of larger material (Cooke et al.
1993). The steppe environment of the Mid-Columbia River is within a highly fire prone
environment. Local and detailed fire records within the study area could not be located.
Air photos did not allow for the consideration of fire as a factor in this analysis. Fire scars
were seldom evident in air photos and were barely discernable, faint, or unrecognizable
in subsequent photos. This may be the result of the resilience of the steppe environment
to fire within the project area and the length of air photo increments. Further research
examining news articles and more frequent air photo increments may be able to fill in this
data gap.
Hydroelectricity and transportation construction and regulation has changed very
little in the last several decades, while an ever-increasing understanding of geomorphic
process continues to grow. Understanding the function of these major infrastructure
developments is a necessary step for future researchers. Technological advancements,
combined with more consistent and detailed data, will give future researchers the tools
necessary to provide a greater understanding of the role of transportation and
hydroelectricity developments.
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